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Microsoft Exchange Server is nearing its second decade in development, a product that shipped in the 1990s as an email system that at the time didn’t even support integrated calendaring. With the release of Exchange Server 2013, Microsoft has come a long way in developing Exchange, not just to add more features and functions, but also to simply integrate several technologies into a common unified communications system. Exchange natively includes email, calendaring, contacts, tasks, voice mail, shared folders, and email archiving, and then tightly integrates with Microsoft Lync and SharePoint to include instant messages, web conferencing, videoconferencing, audio conferencing, document management, content management, and more.

Even though Exchange Server 2013 shipped at the end of 2012, the authors of this book have been fortunate enough to work with Exchange Server 2013 for more than a year in priority early adopter programs of the product and service offerings. The thing about being involved with a product so early on is that our first experiences with these products were without any documentation, Help files that provided guidance, or any shared experiences from others. We had to learn Exchange Server 2013 from experience, usually the hard way, but that has given us a distinct advantage of knowing the product forward and backward better than anyone could ever imagine. And we started to implement Exchange Server 2013 in production environments for a select group of our enterprise customers several months before the product release, gaining valuable experience in the implementation, migration, and cross-product integration that has led to the tips, tricks, and best practices included in this book.

So the pages of this book are filled with years of experience with Microsoft Exchange as well as many, many months of live production environment early adopter deployments that will hopefully help you design, plan, prototype, implement, migrate, administer, and support your Exchange environment.
This book is organized into six parts, each part focusing on core Exchange Server 2013 areas, with several chapters making up each part. The parts of the book are as follows:

▶ **Part I: Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 Overview**—This part provides an introduction to Exchange Server 2013 covering what’s new, what’s different, and how to successfully architect and plan the latest Exchange environments. This part of the book also covers strategies of addressing enterprise deployments of Exchange plus the inclusion of best practices in establishing a solid Active Directory, DNS, fabric, virtualization, and PKI security environment to support Exchange.

▶ **Part II: Implementing and Transitioning to Exchange Server 2013**—This part covers the implementation of Exchange Server 2013 from scratch, effectively an organization that may be new to Exchange or an organization looking to start all over again in building out Exchange after a merger or series of acquisitions suggest a clean implementation of Exchange makes the most sense. This part also includes transitioning from Exchange Server 2007 and 2010 to Exchange Server 2013, as well as high-availability designs for Exchange and new strategies in implementing public folders as well as proxy security using Threat Management Gateway (TMG).

▶ **Part III: Securing and Compliance in an Exchange Server 2013 Environment**—Security is on everyone’s mind these days, so it was a major enhancement to Exchange Server 2013 to support better security of servers, messages, and message archives. This part of the book focuses on policy-based and content-enforced security using updates to Microsoft Active Directory Rights Management Services (RMS); built-in MailTips; the implementation of Microsoft Edge for antivirus and anti-malware; as well as integrated email archiving, retention, and eDiscovery.

▶ **Part IV: Exchange Administration, Management, Maintenance, and Optimization**—This part of the book is dedicated to the day-to-day administration of Exchange. This part includes content on the new Exchange Administration Center, using remoting, and role-based administration that may include core features in PowerShell. After you get Exchange Server 2013 in place and do the day-to-day administration, you end up spending time maintaining and supporting the Exchange environment. This includes descriptions of implementation best practices, including management and maintenance practices, Exchange environment optimization, backing up Exchange, implementation of external monitoring through System Center 2012 Operations Manager (SCOM), as well as documentation.

▶ **Part V: Platform Integration in an Exchange Server 2013 Environment**—Integration is key in this next wave of Microsoft Office server products, and tying together Exchange, SharePoint, and Unified Messaging are important for organizations looking to simplify communications into a consolidated platform. This part of the book covers Unified Messaging (voice mail) and SharePoint integration.
Part VI: Client Access to Exchange—Another major enhancement in Exchange Server 2013 is its support for both Microsoft as well as non-Microsoft endpoint clients, including full Outlook clients for Windows in Office 2013 as well as full Outlook client support for Apple Mac users. In addition, for mobile users, Microsoft now includes the ability to support not only web-based client access using the age-old Outlook Web Apps (OWA) method of communications access, but now the ability to download apps for mobile phones to support a client-based access to Exchange from Microsoft and non-Microsoft mobile phone devices.

It is our hope that the real-world experience we have had in working with Exchange Server 2013 and our commitment to relaying to you information that will be valuable in your planning, implementation, and migration to an Exchange environment will help you get up to speed on the latest in core unified communications environment.
CHAPTER 2
Understanding Core Exchange Server 2013 Design Plans

The fundamental capabilities of Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 are impressive. Improvements to security, reliability, and scalability enhance an already road-tested and stable Exchange Server platform. Along with these impressive credentials comes an equally impressive design task. Proper design of an Exchange Server 2013 platform will do more than practically anything to reduce headaches and support calls in the future. Many complexities of Exchange Server might seem daunting, but with a full understanding of the fundamental components and improvements, the task of designing the Exchange Server 2013 environment becomes manageable.

This chapter focuses specifically on the Exchange Server 2013 components required for design. Key decision-making factors influencing design are presented and tied into overall strategy. All critical pieces of information required to design Exchange Server 2013 implementations are outlined and explained. Enterprise Exchange Server design and planning concepts are expanded in Chapter 3, “Architecting an Enterprise-Level Exchange Server 2013 Environment.”

Planning for Exchange Server 2013
Designing Exchange Server used to be a fairly simple task. When an organization needed email and the decision was made to go with Exchange Server, the only real decision to
make was how many Exchange servers were needed. Primarily, organizations really needed only email and eschewed any “bells and whistles.”

Exchange Server 2013, on the other hand, takes messaging to a whole new level. No longer do organizations require only an email system, but they now require a high level of system availability and resilience and other messaging and unified communications functionality. After the productivity capabilities of an enterprise email platform have been demonstrated, the need for more productivity improvements arises. Consequently, it is wise to understand the integral design components of Exchange Server before beginning a design project.

The Evolution of Exchange Server 2013

Exchange Server 2013 is the evolution of a product that has consistently been improving over the years from its roots. Since the Exchange 5.x days, Microsoft has released dramatic improvements with the 2000 and 2003 versions of the product. Microsoft then followed upon the success of Exchange Server 2003 with some major architectural changes with Exchange Server 2007 and Exchange Server 2010. This latest version, Exchange Server 2013, uses a similar architecture to both Exchange Server 2007 and 2010, but adds further improvements in key areas and simplifies others.

The major areas of improvement in Exchange Server 2013 include many of the concepts and technologies introduced in Exchange Server 2007 and Exchange Server 2010 but expand upon them and include additional improvements. Key areas improved upon in Exchange Server 2013 architecture include the following:

- **Simplified and streamlined role architecture**—Exchange Server 2013 simplifies the roles that were introduced in Exchange Server 2007 and Exchange Server 2010, collapsing the Transport roles and Unified Messaging roles into the Mailbox and Client Access Server (CAS) roles, simplifying architecture and providing for design options that were previously unavailable, such as the ability to separate CAS and Mailbox servers geographically. In addition, CAS servers are now stateless, which allows them to be used by any type of load balancer.

- **Database availability groups (DAGs)**—The Exchange Server 2007 concept of Cluster Continuous Replication (CCR) was replaced with a concept called database availability groups in Exchange Server 2010. DAGs, as they are known, remain available in Exchange Server 2013, and allow a copy of an Exchange Server mailbox database to exist in up to 16 locations within an Exchange Server organization.

- **Transport and access improvements**—All client access continues to be funneled through the CAS role in an organization, which allows for improvements in client access and limited end-user disruption during mailbox moves and maintenance.

- **Integrated archiving capabilities**—Exchange Server 2013 users and administrators have the ability to archive messages for the purpose of cleaning up a mailbox of old messages, as well as for legal reasons for applying a retention policy on key
messages. Users can simply drag and drop messages into their archive folders, or a policy or rule can be set to have messages automatically moved to the archive folder.

▶ “Access anywhere” improvements—Microsoft has focused a great deal of Exchange Server 2013 development time on new access methods for Exchange Server, including a greatly enhanced Outlook Web App (OWA) that works with Microsoft and a variety of third-party browsers, Microsoft ActiveSync improvements, Unified Messaging built in, and Outlook Anywhere enhancements. Having these multiple access methods greatly increases the design flexibility of Exchange Server because end users can access email via multiple methods.

▶ Protection and compliance enhancements—Exchange Server 2013 now has antispam and anti-malware protection built in natively, protecting end users from malicious content. Compliance policies can also be more easily created.

▶ Admin tools improvements and Exchange PowerShell scripting—Introduced as the primary management tool for Exchange Server 2007, Exchange Server 2013 improves upon PowerShell capabilities and adds additional PowerShell applets and functions. The main graphical user interface (GUI) has also been moved to a Metro UI–style Web console that is accessed through the CAS role. Finally, new split permissions models can be created, which allows Active Directory (AD) and Exchange administrators to have completely separate admin models.

It is important to incorporate the concepts of these improvements into any Exchange Server design project because their principles often drive the design process.

Reviewing Exchange Server and Operating System Requirements
Exchange Server 2013 has some specific requirements, both hardware and software, that must be taken into account when designing. These requirements fall into several categories:

▶ Hardware
▶ Operating system
▶ Active Directory
▶ Exchange Server version

Each requirement must be addressed before Exchange Server 2013 can be deployed.

Reviewing Hardware Requirements
It is important to design Exchange Server hardware to scale out to the user load, which is expected for at least three years from the date of implementation. This helps retain the value of the investment put into Exchange Server. Specific hardware configuration advice is offered in later sections of this book.
Reviewing Operating System (OS) Requirements

Exchange Server 2013 is optimized for installation on Windows Server 2008 R2 with Service Pack 1 (SP1) or Windows Server 2012. These versions of Windows provide the basis for many of the improvements in Exchange Server 2013. The specific compatibility matrix, which indicates compatibility between Exchange Server versions and operating systems, is illustrated in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exchange 2000 Server</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Server 2003</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Server 2007</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Server 2010</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Server 2013</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 64-bit editions only supported

Understanding Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) Requirements

Exchange Server originally maintained its own directory. With the advent of Exchange 2000 Server, however, the directory for Exchange Server was moved to Microsoft Active Directory Domain Services, the enterprise directory system for Windows. This gave greater flexibility and consolidated directories but at the same time increased the complexity and dependencies for Exchange Server. Exchange Server 2013 uses the same model but requires specific AD functional levels and domain controller specifics to run properly.

Exchange Server 2013, while requiring an AD forest in all deployment scenarios, has certain flexibility when it comes to the type of AD it uses. It also provides for new capabilities to completely separate domain administrative rights from Exchange rights, a new feature that will be well appreciated by those organizations that have those administrative duties separated.

From an AD DS design perspective, it is possible to deploy Exchange Server in the following scenarios:

- Single forest—The simplest and most traditional design for Exchange Server is one where Exchange Server is installed within the same forest used for user accounts. This design also has the least amount of complexity and synchronization concerns to worry about.
Resource forest—The Resource forest model in Exchange Server 2013 involves the deployment of a dedicated forest exclusively used for Exchange Server itself, and the only user accounts within it are those that serve as a placeholder for a mailbox. These user accounts are not logged on to by the end users, but rather the end users are given access to them across cross-forest trusts from their particular user forest to the Exchange Server forest. More information on this deployment model can be found in Chapter 4, “Understanding Network Services and Active Directory Domain Controller Placement for Exchange Server 2013.”

Multiple forests—Different multiple forest models for Exchange Server are presently available, but they do require a greater degree of administration and synchronization. In these models, different Exchange Server organizations live in different forests across an organization. These different Exchange Server organizations are periodically synchronized to maintain a common Global Address List (GAL). More information on this deployment model can also be found in Chapter 4.

It is important to determine which design model will be chosen before proceeding with an Exchange Server deployment because you cannot rename a domain that contains an Exchange server and cannot move an Exchange server to another domain.

Outlining Exchange Server Version Requirements
As with previous versions of Exchange Server, there are separate Enterprise and Standard versions of the Exchange Server 2013 product. The Standard Edition supports all Exchange Server 2013 functionality with the exception of the fact that it is limited to no more than five databases on a single server.

NOTE
Unlike many of the other previous versions of the software, Microsoft provides only a single set of media for Exchange Server 2013. When installed, server version can be set by simply entering a license key. A server can be upgraded from the Trial version to Standard or Enterprise or from Standard to Enterprise. Downgrading the version is not supported.

Scaling Exchange Server 2013
Exchange 2000 Server originally provided the basis for servers that could easily scale out to thousands of users in a single site, if necessary. Exchange Server 2003 further improved the situation by introducing Messaging Application Programming Interface (MAPI) compression and RPC over HTTP. Exchange Server 2007 and Exchange Server 2010 and their 64-bit architecture allowed for even further scalability and reduced I/O levels. Finally, Exchange Server 2013 and the separation of client traffic to load-balanced client access servers enable the client tier to be much more scalable than with previous versions.

Site consolidation concepts enable organizations that might have previously deployed Exchange servers in remote locations to have those clients access their mailboxes across
Having Exchange Server 2013 Coexist with an Existing Network Infrastructure

In a design scenario, it is necessary to identify any systems that require access to email data or services. For example, it might be necessary to enable a third-party monitoring application to relay mail off the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) engine of Exchange Server so that alerts can be sent. Identifying these needs during the design portion of a project is subsequently important.

Identifying Third-Party Product Functionality

Microsoft built specific hooks into Exchange Server 2013 to enable third-party applications to improve upon the built-in functionality provided by the system. For example, built-in support for antivirus scanning, backups, and Unified Messaging exist right out of the box, although functionality is limited without the addition of third-party software. The most common additions to Exchange Server implementation are the following:

- Antivirus (though it is important to note that Exchange Server 2013 now has these features built in)
- Backup
- Phone/PBX/Unified Messaging integration
- Fax software
- Archiving software

Understanding AD Design Concepts for Exchange Server 2013

After all objectives, dependencies, and requirements have been mapped out, the process of designing the Exchange Server 2013 environment can begin. Decisions should be made in the following key areas:

- AD DS design
- Exchange server placement
- Global catalog placement
- Client access methods
Understanding the AD DS Forest

Because Exchange Server 2013 relies on the Windows Server 2008 AD DS for its directory, it is therefore important to include AD DS in the design plans. In many situations and AD implementations, whether based on Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, or Windows Server 2012, AD DS already exists in the organization. In these cases, it is necessary only to plan for the inclusion of Exchange Server into the existing forest.

**NOTE**

Exchange Server 2013 has several key requirements for AD. First, all domains and the forest must be at least in Windows Server 2003 functional levels. Second, it requires that at least one domain controller in each site that includes Exchange Server be at least Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 2 (SP2), Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, or Windows Server 2012.

If an AD DS structure is not already in place, a new AD DS forest must be established for Exchange to be installed into. Designing the AD DS forest infrastructure can be complex, and can require nearly as much thought into design as the actual Exchange Server configuration itself. Therefore, it is important to fully understand the concepts behind AD DS before beginning an Exchange Server 2013 design.

In short, a single instance of AD DS consists of a single AD DS forest. A forest is composed of AD DS trees, which are contiguous domain namespaces in the forest. Each tree is composed of one or more domains, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

![Multitree AD DS forest design.](image-url)
Certain cases exist for using more than one AD DS forest in an organization:

- **Political limitations**—Some organizations have specific political reasons that force the creation of multiple AD DS forests. For example, if a merged corporate entity requires separate divisions to maintain completely separate information technology (IT) infrastructures, more than one forest is necessary.

- **Security concerns**—Although the AD DS domain serves as a de facto security boundary, the ultimate security boundary is effectively the forest. In other words, it is possible for user accounts in a domain in a forest to hack into domains within the same forest if they know what they are doing. Although these types of vulnerabilities are not common and are difficult to do, highly security-conscious organizations should implement separate AD DS forests or organizational units with delegated rights.

- **Application functionality**—A single AD DS forest shares a common directory schema, which is the underlying structure of the directory and must be unique across the entire forest. In some cases, separate branches of an organization require that certain applications, which need extensions to the schema, be installed. This might not be possible or might conflict with the schema requirements of other branches. These cases might require the creation of a separate forest, though this particular scenario is particularly discouraged.

- **Exchange-specific functionality (resource forest)**—In certain circumstances, it might be necessary to install Exchange Server 2013 into a separate forest to enable Exchange Server to reside in a separate schema and forest instance. An example of this type of setup is an organization with two existing AD DS forests that creates a third forest specifically for Exchange Server, called a resource forest, and uses cross-forest trusts to assign mailbox permissions.

The simplest designs often work the best. The same principle applies to AD DS design. The designer should start with the assumption that a simple forest and domain structure will work for the environment. However, when factors such as those previously described create constraints, multiple forests can be established to satisfy the requirements of the constraints.

**Understanding the AD Domain Structure**

After the AD DS forest structure has been chosen, the domain structure can be laid out. As with the forest structure, it is often wise to consider a single domain model for the Exchange Server 2013 directory. In fact, if deploying Exchange Server is the only consideration, this is often the best choice.

There is one major exception to the single domain model: the placeholder domain model. The placeholder domain model has an isolated domain serving as the root domain in the forest. The user domain, which contains all production user accounts, would be located in a separate domain in the forest, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
The placeholder domain structure segregates high-level schema-access accounts into a completely separate domain from the regular user domain. Access to the placeholder domain can be audited and restricted to maintain tighter control on the critical schema. The downside to this model, however, is the fact that the additional domain requires a separate set of domain controllers, which increases the infrastructure costs of the environment. In general, this makes this domain model less desirable for smaller organizations because the trade-off between increased cost and less security is too great. This is a model that was once commonly deployed by organizations before it became apparent that the domain is not an effective security boundary.

Reviewing AD DS Infrastructure Components

Several key components of AD must be installed within an organization to ensure proper Exchange Server 2013 and AD DS functionality. In smaller environments, many of these components can be installed on a single machine, but all need to be located within an environment to ensure server functionality.

Outlining the Domain Name System (DNS) Impact on Exchange Server 2013 Design

In addition to being tightly integrated with AD DS, Exchange Server 2013 is joined with the Domain Name System (DNS). DNS serves as the lookup agent for Exchange Server 2013, AD, and most new Microsoft applications and services. DNS translates common names into computer-recognizable IP addresses. For example, the name www.cco.com translates into the IP address of 12.155.166.151. AD DS and Exchange Server 2013 require that at least one DNS server be made available so that name resolution properly occurs.

Given the dependency that both Exchange Server 2013 and AD DS have on DNS, it is an extremely important design element.

Reviewing DNS Namespace Considerations for Exchange Server

Given Exchange Server 2013’s dependency on DNS, a common DNS namespace must be chosen for the AD DS structure to reside in. In multiple tree domain models, this could
be composed of several DNS trees, but in small organization environments, this normally means choosing a single DNS namespace for the AD DS domain.

There is a great deal of confusion between the DNS namespace in which AD DS resides and the email DNS namespace in which mail is delivered. Although they are often the same, there is no reason that the two namespaces have to be the same. When Exchange Server is first installed, the AD domain is chosen as the default SMTP domain, but that can be changed. For example, CompanyABC’s AD DS structure is composed of a single domain named abc.internal, and the email domain to which mail is delivered is companyabc.com. The separate namespace, in this case, was created because someone believed that it reduced the security vulnerability of maintaining the same DNS namespace both internally and externally (published to the Internet).

Likewise, there is no necessary relationship between the Active Directory user principal name (UPN) that can be used for user logon and the SMTP email address, but using the same for both makes it easier for users.

For simplicity, CompanyABC could have chosen companyabc.com as its AD DS namespace. This choice increases the simplicity of the environment by making the AD DS logon UPN and the email address the same. For example, the user Pete Handley is pete@companyabc.com for logon and pete@companyabc.com for email. This option is the choice for many organizations because the need for user simplicity often trumps the higher security.

### Optimally Locating Global Catalog Servers

Because all Exchange Server directory lookups use AD, it is vital that the essential AD global catalog information is made available to each Exchange server in the organization. For many small offices with a single site, this simply means that it is important to have a full global catalog server available in the main site where there are Exchange servers.

The global catalog is an index of the AD DS database that contains a partial copy of its contents. All objects within the AD DS tree are referenced within the global catalog, which enables users to search for objects located in other domains. Not every attribute of each object is replicated to the global catalogs, only those attributes that are commonly used in search operations, such as first name and last name. Exchange Server 2013 uses the global catalog for the email-based lookups of names, email addresses, and other mail-related attributes.

*NOTE*

Exchange Server 2013 cannot make use of Windows Server 2008 Read-Only Domain Controllers (RODCs) or Read-Only Global Catalog (ROGC) servers, so be sure to plan for full GCs and domain controllers (DCs) for Exchange Server.

Because full global catalog replication adds bandwidth usage to the standard domain controller replication, it is important to design a site structure to reflect the available WAN link capacity. If a sufficient amount of capacity is available, a full global catalog server can be deployed. If, however, capacity is limited, universal group membership caching can be enabled to reduce the bandwidth load.
Determining Exchange Server 2013 Placement

Previous versions of Exchange Server essentially forced many organizations into deploying servers in sites with relatively few users. With the concept of site consolidation in more recent versions of Exchange, smaller numbers of Exchange servers can service clients in multiple locations, even if they are separated by slow WAN links. For small and medium-sized organizations, this essentially means that fewer servers are required. In addition, Exchange Server 2013 introduces new consolidated server role concepts, which should be understood so that the right server can be deployed in the right location.

Understanding Exchange Server 2013 Server Roles

Exchange Server 2013 firmed up the server role concept outlined with Exchange Server 2007 and 2010 and simplified them. Before Exchange Server 2007, server functionality was based on how a server was used rather than the components that were installed, such as referring to an Exchange server as a front-end, bridgehead, or back-end server. In reality, there was no official terminology that was used for Exchange server roles; these terms evolved through common use. Exchange Server 2007 and 2010 introduced new roles that were very specific, but Microsoft found that most clients were seldom deploying all of those roles on separate servers and were combining them together, especially the Hub Transport and Client Access Server roles.

Microsoft has combined server roles in Exchange Server 2013, but more for technical rather than usage reasons. The server roles included in Exchange Server 2013 include the following:

- **Client Access Server**—The CAS role allows for client connections via nonstandard methods such as OWA, Exchange ActiveSync, Post Office Protocol 3 (POP3), and Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP). Exchange Server 2013 also forces MAPI traffic and effectively all client traffic through the CAS layer. CAS servers in Exchange Server 2013 are also completely stateless, so they can be load-balanced for redundancy purposes using any number of load-balancing technologies, including simple solutions such as DNS Round Robin (though this is not recommended). As with the other server roles, the CAS role can coexist with other roles for smaller organizations with a single server, for example.

- **Mailbox server**—The Mailbox server role is intuitive; it acts as the storehouse for mail data in users’ mailboxes and down-level public folders if required. All connections to the mailbox servers are proxied through the CAS servers. The Mailbox server role also handles the previous Hub Transport and Unified Messaging capabilities that were separate roles in the past.

- **Edge Transport server**—The Edge Transport server is unchanged from Exchange Server 2010, providing a gateway for SMTP traffic for message hygiene and recipient filtering. Note that the RTM version of Exchange Server 2013 does not support a 2013 server being installed with the Edge Transport role, though it does support existing Exchange Server 2010 Edge Transport servers. This is expected to be remedied in later releases of Exchange Server.
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The first two roles can be installed on a single server or on multiple servers. For smaller organizations, a single server holding all Exchange Server roles is sufficient. For larger organizations, a more complex configuration might be required. For more information on designing large and complex Exchange Server implementations, see Chapter 4.

Understanding Environment Sizing Considerations
In some cases with very small organizations, the number of users is small enough to warrant the installation of all AD DS and Exchange Server 2013 components on a single server. This scenario is possible, as long as all necessary components—DNS, a global catalog domain controller, and Exchange Server 2013—are installed on the same hardware. In general, however, it is best and highly recommended to separate AD DS and Exchange Server onto separate servers wherever possible.

Identifying Client Access Points
At its core, Exchange Server 2013 essentially acts as a storehouse for mailbox data. Access to the mail within the mailboxes can take place through multiple means, some of which might be required by specific services or applications in the environment. A good understanding of what these services are and if and how your design should support them is warranted.

Outlining Full Outlook Client Access
The “heavy” client of Outlook is in its latest 2013 version and has gone through a significant number of changes, both to the look and feel of the application and to the back-end mail functionality. The look and feel has been streamlined based on Microsoft research and customer feedback. The latest Outlook client, Outlook 2013, uses the Office Ribbon introduced with Office 2007 to improve the client experience. Outlook connects to Exchange CAS servers, improving the scalability of the environment.

In addition to MAPI compression, Outlook 2013 expands upon Outlook’s ability to run in cached mode, which automatically detects slow connections between client and server and adjusts Outlook functionality to match the speed of the link. When a slow link is detected, Outlook can be configured to download only email header information. When emails are opened, the entire email is downloaded, including attachments if necessary. This drastically reduces the amount of bits across the wire that is sent because only those emails that are required are sent across the connection.

The Outlook client is the most effective and full-functioning client for users who are physically located close to an Exchange server. With the enhancements in cached mode functionality, however, Outlook can also be effectively used in remote locations. When making the decision about which client to deploy as part of a design, you should keep these concepts in mind.

Accessing Exchange Server with OWA
The OWA client in Exchange Server 2013 has been enhanced and optimized for performance and usability. There is now less difference between the full-functioning client and
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OWA. The most recent improvement is the ability to take OWA content offline and work on a cached version of a mailbox from an offline browser. Also new is updated support for non-Microsoft browsers, such as Firefox, Safari, and Chrome.

Using Exchange ActiveSync (EAS)
Exchange ActiveSync (EAS) support in Exchange Server 2013 allows a mobile client, such as an iPhone, Android phone, iPad, Android tablet, or Windows Phone device, to synchronize with the Exchange server, allowing for access to email from a handheld device.

Understanding the SMTP
The SMTP is the standard protocol for Internet email delivery. SMTP is built in to Exchange servers and is used by Exchange Server systems for relaying mail messages from one system to another, similar to the way that mail is relayed across SMTP servers on the Internet.

By default, Exchange Server 2013 uses DNS to route messages destined for the Internet out of the Exchange Server topology. If, however, a user wants to forward messages to a smart host before they are transmitted to the Internet, a Send connector can be so configured.

Using Outlook Anywhere (Previously Known as RPC over HTTP)
One very effective and improved client access method to Exchange Server 2013 is known as Outlook Anywhere. This technology was previously referred to as RPC over HTTP(S). This technology enables standard Outlook 2013/2010/2007 access using a protocol that firewalls typically allow to pass. The Outlook client encapsulates Outlook RPC packets into HTTP or HTTPS packets and sends them across standard web ports (80 and 443), where they are then extracted by the Exchange Server 2013 system. Outlook Anywhere also obviates the need for a virtual private network (VPN) connection for Outlook connectivity to the Exchange server.

Configuring Exchange Server 2013 for Maximum Performance and Reliability
After decisions have been made about AD design, Exchange server placement, and client access, optimization of the Exchange server itself helps ensure efficiency, reliability, and security for the messaging platform.

Designing an Optimal Operating System Configuration for Exchange Server
As previously mentioned, Exchange Server 2013 only operates on the Windows Server 2008 R2 with SP1 or Windows Server 2012 operating systems. The Standard Edition of Windows Server 2008 is sufficient for Exchange servers when the server is not a member of a DAG.
NOTE

Contrary to popular misconception, the Enterprise Edition of Exchange Server can be installed on the Standard Edition of the operating system, and vice versa. Choose the version of each based on the requirements.

Working with Multiple Exchange Server Databases

Exchange Server 2013 database availability groups allow for multiple databases to be installed across multiple servers and to have multiple versions of those databases in more than one location. It also has the following advantages:

▶ Reduce database restore time—Smaller databases take less time to restore from tape, so it may make more sense to deploy a larger quantity of smaller databases. This concept can be helpful if there is a group of users who require quicker recovery time (such as management). All mailboxes for this group might then be placed in a separate database to provide quicker recovery time in the event of a server or database failure.

▶ Provide for separate mailbox limit policies—Each database can be configured with different mailbox storage limits. For example, the standard user database could have a 200-MB limit on mailboxes, and the management database could have a 500-MB limit.

▶ Mitigate risk by distributing user load—By distributing user load across multiple databases, the risk of losing all user mail connectivity is reduced. For example, if a single database failed that contained all users, no one would be able to mail. If those users were divided across three databases, however, only one third of those users would be unable to mail in the event of a database failure.

Monitoring Design Concepts with System Center Operations Manager 2012

The enhancements to Exchange Server 2013 do not stop with the improvements to the product itself. New functionality has been added to the Exchange Management Pack for System Center Operations Manager that enables OpsMgr to monitor Exchange servers for critical events and performance data. The OpsMgr Management Pack is preconfigured to monitor for Exchange Server–specific information and to enable administrators to proactively monitor Exchange servers. More information is presented in Chapter 17, “Using Microsoft System Center Operations Manager to Monitor Exchange Server 2013.”

Securing and Maintaining an Exchange Server 2013 Implementation

One of the greatest advantages of Exchange Server 2013 is its emphasis on security. Along with Windows Server, Exchange Server 2013 was developed during and after the Microsoft Trustworthy Computing initiative, which effectively put a greater emphasis on security
over new features in the products. In Exchange Server 2013, this means that the OS and the application were designed with services “Secure by Default.”

With Secure by Default, all nonessential functionality in Exchange Server must be turned on if needed. This is a complete change from earlier Microsoft practice, which had all services, add-ons, and options turned on and running at all times, presenting much larger security vulnerabilities than was necessary. Designing security effectively becomes much easier in Exchange Server 2013 because it now becomes necessary only to identify components to turn on, as opposed to identifying everything that needs to be turned off.

**Patching the Operating System Using Windows Software Update Services**

Although Windows Server presents a much smaller target for hackers, viruses, and exploits by virtue of the Secure by Default concept, it is still important to keep the OS up to date against critical security patches and updates. Currently, two approaches can be used to automate the installation of server patches. The first method involves configuring the Windows Server Automatic Updates client to download patches from Microsoft and install them on a schedule. The second option is to set up an internal server to coordinate patch distribution and management. The solution that Microsoft supplies for this functionality is known as Windows Software Update Services (WSUS).

WSUS enables a centralized server to hold copies of OS patches for distribution to clients on a preset schedule. WSUS can be used to automate the distribution of patches to Exchange Server 2013 servers, so that the OS components will remain secure between service packs. WSUS might not be necessary in smaller environments, but can be considered in medium-sized to large organizations that want greater control over their patch management strategy.

**Summary**

Exchange Server 2013 offers a broad range of functionality and improvements to messaging and is well suited for organizations of any size. With proper thought for the major design topics, a robust and reliable Exchange Server email solution can be put into place that will perfectly complement the needs of any organization.

When Exchange Server design concepts have been fully understood, the task of designing the Exchange Server 2013 infrastructure can take place.

**Best Practices**

The following are best practices from this chapter:

- Use DAGs to distribute multiple copies of all mailboxes to multiple locations, taking advantage of high availability and disaster recovery capabilities that are built in to Exchange Server 2013.

- Separate the Exchange Server log and database files onto separate physical volumes.
► Plan for a Windows Server 2003 forest functional level and at least one Windows Server 2003 SP2 or later domain controller in each site that will run Exchange Server.
► Integrate a backup strategy into Exchange Server design.
► Install at least two global catalog servers in the same site as any Exchange server.
► Keep the OS and Exchange Server up to date through service packs and software patches, either manually or via Windows Software Update Services.
► Keep the AD DS design simple, with a single forest and single domain, unless a specific need exists to create more complexity.
► Identify the client access methods that will be supported and match them with the appropriate Exchange Server 2013 technology.
► Monitor DNS functionality closely in the environment on the AD DS domain controllers.
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viewing, 123
Windows
Certification Authority Server, installing, 119-121
Server Certificate Services, 106-107
change control documentation, 666-667
circuits, 686
circuit-switched networks, 686
Client Access Servers. See CASs
Client Access views (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 635-636
clients
access, 62-63
access points, identifying, 49
ActiveSync, 62
identifying, 48-49
Outlook MAPI, 62
OWA, 62
POP3, 62
DNS, 66-67, 78
EMS OS platforms supported, 459
performance report, 639
security enhancements, 324-325
SIP user agent, 716
clustering
OpsMgr, 583-584
single copy (SCC), 246
Windows Failover Clustering, 222-223
WNLB, 249
additional servers, adding, 254
configuring, 252-254
hosts, configuring, 253-254
installing, 250-252
modes, 249-250
OWA network cards, configuring, 252-253
ports, configuring, 249-250
cmd.exe commands, 431
cmdlets (UM), 430
Add, 713-714
Enable/Disable, 715
Get, 714
monitoring
active calls, 701
connectivity, 701-702
New, 715
Remove, 713-714
Set, 714
Test, 715
CNAME (canonical name) records, 75
collaboration
documentation, 644
Outlook, 745
public folders, 261
SharePoint, 726
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color-coding Outlook

appointments, 751
messages, 750-751
color-coding Outlook

command-line shell. See EMS (Exchange Management Shell)
command prompt installation, 193-194
commands
Add
attachment filtering, 370
content filtering, 365
IP Block/Allow Lists, 348
cmd.exe, 431
Get
address rewriting, 375
attachment filtering, 370
content filtering, 365
EAC, accessing, 424
IP Block/Allow Lists, 348
recipient filtering, 360
safelist aggregation, 381
sender filtering, 350
Sender ID, 358
sender reputation, 373
mount, 545
New
address rewriting, 375
user mailboxes, 434
Remove
address rewriting, 375
attachment filtering, 370
content filtering, 365
EdgeSync, 380
IP Block/Allow Lists, 348
Set, 434
address rewriting, 375
allowed senders/domains, 367-368
attachment filtering, 370
content filtering, 365
IP Block/Allow Lists, 349
puzzle validation, 366
recipient filtering, 352
sender filtering, 350
Sender ID, 358
sender reputation, 373
SMTP Rejection Response, 368
spam quarantine, 361
SMTP HELO/EHLO, 372
Test
EdgeSync synchronization, 379
UM servers, 698-699
UM
Add, 713-714
Enable/Disable, 715
Get, 714
New, 715
Remove, 713-714
Set, 714
Test, 715
Update, 381
command shell (OpsMgr), 574-575
communications
migration plan document, 652
plan document, 649
ports (OpsMgr), 579-578
Compliance Management center (EAC), 426
compliance management role group, 169
configuration (as-is) documentation, 658-659
configuring
ActiveSync, 823-824
address rewriting, 306, 373-375
administrator roles, 411
attachment filtering, 370
automatic updates/feedback, 175-177
Cached mode, 781
content filtering, 359-360
actions, 363-364
allowed domains, 367-368
Exchange Management Shell, 365-366
rejecting domains, 368
DAGs, 50
database limits, 449-451
deletion, 450-451
storage, 449-450
deleted/recoverable items retention quotas
mailboxes, 411
mailboxes, 411
Dial plans, 692
DNS, 55-56
EdgeSync, 377
Edge Transport servers, 341-343
accepted domains, 343
antispam protection, 342
DNS settings, 79
incoming messages, 342
outgoing messages, 342-343
transport rules, 343
email disclaimers, 304-305
exceptions lists, 363
Global catalog servers, 181
IP Allow Lists
Exchange Management Console, 344-346
Exchange Management Shell, 348-349
Providers, 346-347
IP Block Lists
Exchange Management Console, 347
Exchange Management Shell, 348-349
Providers, 347-348
keywords/phrases
allowed, 361-362
blocked, 362-363
Mailbox security, 758
message tracking log files
locations, 472-473
maximum age, 474
maximum size, 473-474
Mobile devices, 829
NetBIOS names, 174
Networking, 174
Offline OWA, 830
Operating systems, 49-50
OpsMgr
alert notifications, 621-624
health service recovery, restarting, 619-621
management group settings, 615-617
proxy agents, 618-619
Outlook
certificate support, 111
RMS, 758-759
rules and alerts, 755-756
Out-of-Office feature, 754-755
OWA
accounts, 807-808
Apps, 816
automatic replies, 809
calendar, 814
calendar notifications, 815
calendar troubleshooting, 814
carousels, 814
delivery reports, 809-810
favorites, 790
groups, 810-812
Inbox notifications, 815
Inbox rules, 808-809
junk email settings, 816
mail settings, 805
message formats, 813
message options, 795, 813
mobile phone settings, 815
passwords, 815
read receipts, 813
read status, marking, 813-814
regional settings, 815
signatures, 812-813
text message notifications, 814-815
public folder permissions, 269-271
quarantine mailboxes, 360
recipient filtering, 351-352
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RMS, 312-314
safelist aggregation, 380-382
SCL ratings, 364-365
security, 51
sender filtering, 349-350
Sender ID, 353-355
  Exchange Management Console, 357-358
  Exchange Management Shell, 358
sender reputation, 371-372
  EMC, 372
  EMS, 373
SharePoint, 727, 731-732, 741
SharePoint lists, 729
Sites and Services, 179-180
SMTP logs, 468-469
  directory maximum size, 470
  files size, 470
  maximum age, 470-471
spam quarantine, 361
SSL settings, 134-135
time zones, 173
trusted Metadata documents (SharePoint), 737-738
UM mailbox policies, 692-693
UPA, 736-737
Windows Server 2008 R2 server domain controller promotion, 177-179
WNLB, 252-254
  additional servers, 254
  hosts, 253-254
  OWA network cards, 252-253
  ports, 249-250
connection filtering, 343-344, 387
  disabling block lists, 344
IP Allow Lists, configuring
  Exchange Management Console, 344-346
  Exchange Management Shell, 348-349
  Providers, 346-347
IP Block Lists, configuring
  Exchange Management Console, 347
  Exchange Management Shell, 348-349
  Providers, 347-348
overview, 343-344
recipients, 351-352
sender filtering, 349-350
connectivity
Cached mode, 780
  Outlook
    Anywhere, 764-765
    social media networks, 777-778
UM servers
  monitoring, 700-702
  testing, 698-699
WANs, documenting, 525
consoles (OpsMgr), 561
contacts
GAL, searching, 793-794
  group, 260
OWA, 806-807
  creating, 807
  viewing, 807
performance counters
  Contact Items Heard, 705
  Contacts Accessed, 705
SharePoint lists, 728
vCards, 776
  adding to autosignatures, 777
  emailing, 776-777
  saving, 777
content
archive mailboxes
  adding, 403-404
  purging, 404-405
filtering, 359
  action settings, 363-364
  allowed keywords/phrases, 361-362
  attachments, 368-370
DAGs (database availability groups) 847

blocked keywords/phrases, 362-363
configuring, 359-360
configuring with Exchange Management Shell, 365-366
disabling, 359
domain-level content, 367-368
Edge transport agents, 306
exceptions lists, 363
IMF (Intelligent Message Filter), 359, 387
puzzle validation, 366
quarantine mailbox, configuring, 360
safelist aggregation, 359
SCL rating options, 364-365
scores, 359
sender reputation, 371-373
spam quarantine, configuring, 361
Microsoft Office RMS policies, applying, 319-320
public folders, designing, 262
searching, 415
eDiscovery, 416-420
results, viewing, 415-416
words, choosing, 415
contingency rollback (public folder migration), 283
Continuous Replication, 156
Contributor role (public folder permissions), 269
conversations (OWA)
canceling ignore, 789
configuring, 814
ignoring, 788-790
viewing, 788
Copy button (EAC toolbar), 427
create items public folder permission, 268
create subfolders public folder permission, 268
critical alerts, 621
Cross Premises Mail Flow Monitoring report, 639
cross-premises navigation (EAC), 426
.crt (Certificate file) attachments, 369
Current Auto Attendant Calls performance counter, 702
Current Calls performance counter, 702
Current Disk Queue Length counter, 509
Current Fax Calls performance counter, 702
Current Play on Phone Calls performance counter, 702
Current Prompt Editing Calls, 703
Current Subscriber Access Calls performance counter, 703
Current Unauthenticated Pilot Number Calls performance counter, 703
Current Voice Mail Calls performance counter, 702
Custom Menu Options performance counter, 708
custom MPs, backing up, 585

D

DAGs (database availability groups), 50
attributes, 224-226
backing up, 247-248, 536-537
CCR/SCC, compared, 246
configuring, 50
creating
Exchange Management Shell, 234
GUI, 227-228
databases
active copies, moving, 237-239
adding copies, 230-231, 235
mailbox replica priorities, 237-239
portability, 224
removing copies, 231-232
renaming, 229
replication, 226
reseeding, 232-234
defined, 223
hardware recommendations, 237-239
incremental reseeding, 225
log shipping replication, 225
nodes, adding, 234-235
optimizing, 497-498
replication
  health, monitoring, 235-237
  networks, creating, 243-245
requirements, 226-227
SCR, compared, 247
shadow redundancy, 225
storage groups, 226
tiered services, 245-246
Windows
  Failover Clustering, 222-224
  Server 2008/2012 clustering behaviors, 224
Daily Alert report, 625
daily maintenance, 476
database replication, verifying, 478
event viewer logs, checking, 478
free disk space, checking, 477
message queues, reviewing, 477
online backup verification, 476-477
DAS (direct attached storage), 592
dashboard (OpsMgr), 562
databases
  Active Directory, maintenance, 463-464
  archive, creating, 401-402
  availability groups. See DAGs (database availability groups)
copies
  active, moving, 237-239
  adding, 230-231, 235
  removing, 231-232
corruption procedures, 530
creating, 449
failover documentation, 665
file sizes, documenting, 478
grooming, configuring, 616-617
improvements, 487-488
JET improvements, 487
journaling
  defined, 301
  enabling, 302
layout, 60
limits, setting, 449-451
deletion, 450-451
storage, 449-450
mailbox
  creating, 265
deleted/recoverable item quotas, 411-412
  replica priorities, 237-239
maintenance, 474-475
  automatic, 475-476
  eseutil utility, 464
master, backing up, 585
MSDB, backing up, 585
OperationsManager, 568-570, 585
OperationsManagerAC, 585, 587
OperationsManagerDW, 570-571, 585, 587
OpsMgr, sizing, 589-591
optimizing, 513-514
portability, 224
protecting with DPM, 547-550
recovering with Windows Server Backup, 543-546
data restoration, 545-546
mounting recovery database, 545
recovered database integrity, 545
recovery database, creating, 543-544
restoring the database, 543
recovery, 527, 530
  creating, 543-544
  data restoration, 545-546
  integrity, 545
  mounting, 545
renaming, 229
replication
  DAGs, 226
  verifying, 478
reseeding, 232-234, 536
restoring
  DPM, 550-553
  Windows Server Backup, 543
segmenting, 513
sizes, optimizing, 513-514
switchover documentation, 665
Database Service State view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 637
Database subfolder (Exchange Server 2013 MP Information Store subfolder), 638
Data Protection Manager. See DPM
Data Warehouse Reader account, 580
Data Warehouse Write Action account, 580
Debug Logging (DNS), 84
Default Role Assignment Policy role, 456
Delayed Calls performance counter, 703
delegated setup role group, 169
delegates (Outlook), 773-774
delete all items public folder permission, 268
Delete button (EAC toolbar), 427
Deleted Item Retention setting (public folders), 274
deleted items/recoverable items retention
  mailbox database quotas, configuring, 411-412
  mailbox quotas, configuring, 411
  Recoverable Items folder, 409
  SIR (Single Item Recovery), 410
  user quotas, configuring, 410-411
delete owned items public folder permission, 268
deleting. See removing
deletion limits (databases), 450-451
delivery
  reports, configuring, 809-810
  settings (public folders), 275
deploying
  Active Directory, 172
    global catalog servers, configuring, 181
    Sites and Servers, configuring, 179-180
  Windows Server 2008 R2 server domain controller promotion, 177-179
  Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1, installing, 172-177
Cached mode, 780-781
  best practices, 781
  manual configuration, 781
DAGs
  active database copies, moving, 237-239
  creating with Exchange Management Shell, 234
  creating with GUI, 227-228
  database copies, adding, 230-231, 235
  hardware recommendations, 237-239
  mailbox database replica priorities, 237-239
  nodes, adding, 234-235
  removing database copies, 231-232
  renaming databases, 229
  replication health, monitoring, 235-237
  replication networks, creating, 243-245
  requirements, 226-227
  reseeding databases, 232-234
  tiered services, 245-246
OpsMgr agents, 611-614
  process, 612-613
  progress, viewing, 613
  state, 614
Outlook, 766-768
design and planning document, 647-648
  architecture, 647-648
  capacity planning, 648
  client access/hub servers, 648
  communication plan, 648
  document plan, 648
  environment, 647
  executive summary, 647
  existing environment, 647
  hardware configuration, 648
  project plan, 648
  security, 648
  training plan, 648
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Active Directory
- DNS, configuring, 55-56
- DNS impact, outlining, 45
- DNS namespaces, 45-46
- domain controller placement, 55
- domains, 44-45, 54
- forests, 43-44, 54
- global catalog, locating, 46
- replication, 55
- sites, 55

antivirus/antispam, 61

backup strategies, 528
- database corruption, 530
- devices, choosing, 530-532
- important data, identifying, 528
- message, folder, mailbox recovery, 530
- standard procedures, creating, 528-529
- system-level failures, 529
- tasks, assigning, 530
- team member designation, 530
- testing, 532

client access, 62-63
- ActiveSync, 62
- Outlook MAPI, 62
- OWA, 62
- POP3, 62

client access. See clients, access

DAGs, 50

database layout, 60

Exchange versions, 60

existing network integration, 42

infrastructure, 60

monitoring, 61-62

OpsMgr, 592
- large enterprise, 597-600
- medium enterprise, 595-597
- small enterprise, 592-594

public folders, 261
- content, 262
- infrastructure, 263-264

recovery solutions, 60-61

scale, 41-42

security, 51

server placement
- client access points, identifying, 48-49
- environment sizing, 48
- roles, 47-48

server roles, 57
- CAS, 58-59
- deployment example, 59-60
- Mailbox, 58

servers
- amount needed, 56
- memory/processor requirements, 57
- placement, 56
- redundancy/optimization, 56-57
- Windows Server versions, 57

third-party products, 42

Details pane (EAC), 428

Details Templates Editor, 462

devices
- backups, choosing, 530-532
- devices effects on backups, 531
- speeds/times, 531-532
- mobile. See mobile devices
dial plans, 676-678
- Auto Attendant association, 695
- configuring, 692
- creating, 690-691
- server association, 694

DID (Direct Inward Dialing), 686
digest authentication (OWA), 330
digital compression and data loss, 684-685
digital signatures, 145-146
- digitally signed email, sending, 147-148
- encryption, 146
- Outlook secured messaging, 757
- signing, 145-146
direct attached storage (DAS), 592
directly attached storage (DAS), 592
Direct Inward Dialing (DID), 686
directories
  access performance counters, 704-708
  Dial by Name, 706-707
  Extension, 706-707
  Failures performance counter, 709
  Spoken Name, 706-707
  Successfully by Dial by Name, 706-707
  Successfully by Spoken Name, 706-707
  backing up, 534-535
  message tracking log maximum size, 473-474
  SMTP log, maximum size, 470
Disable command, 715
disabling
  ActiveSync, 824
  block lists, 344
  content filtering, 359
  legal hold, 415
  message tracking, 471-474
  Offline OWA, 832
  puzzle validation, 366
  Sender Filter agent, 349
  sender reputation, 371
  UM IP gateways, 678
  web beacons, 331
Disallowed Transfers performance counter, 708
disaster recovery
documentation, 662-664
  backup policies/procedure, 664
  failovers, 665
  planning, 664
  recovery, 664
  switchovers, 665
OpsMgr, 581, 585-587
  audit collection database, 587
  backup schedule, 586
  components to back up, 585-586
  Reporting data warehouse, 587
Disconnected Without Input performance counter, 706
Discovery Management role, 169, 412-413
discussion forums public folders, 260
disks
  configuration services, backing up, 539
  mirroring (RAID 1), 512
  monitoring, 508-509
  optimizing, 511
    disk mirroring, 512
    disk striping with parity, 512
    file system, choosing, 511
    hardware RAID, 513
    physical disk configuration, 511
  space requirements, 157
  striping with parity (RAID 5), 512
distributed environments, public folder infrastructure, 263
distributed server transitions, 203
distribution groups, 100
distribution lists
  archiving, 260
  authentication, 387
Diverted Extension Not Provisioned performance counter, 704
DMZ servers, securing, 581
DNS (Domain Name System), 33, 45
  Active Directory namespace requirement, 163
  clients, 66-67, 78
  configuring, 55-56
  defined, 66
  design impact, 45
  Edge Transport servers
    adding, 378-379
    settings, configuring, 79
  Internet MX record searches, 83
  namespaces, 45-46
  needs analysis, 67
  Network Load Balancing (NLB), 82
  outbound mail routing, 83
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queries, 71
  iterative, 71
  recursive, 71
requirements, 78-79
resource records, 72
  AAAA, 76
  canonical name (CNAME), 75
  host, 72
  ISDN, 76
  KEY, 76
  mailbox (MB), 76
  Mail Exchange (MX), 73-75
  name server (NS), 73
  responsible person (RP), 76
  service (SRV), 75
  Start of Authority (SOA), 72
  well-known service (WKS), 76
reverse lookups, 372
RFC standards, 79
security
  database-level, 81
  Edge Transport server role, 81
  gateway, 80-81
  workstations, 81
servers, 67
  DNS platform compatibility, 68
  external, 83
  multihomed, 76-77
  outbound mail routing, 83
  UNIX, 68
SMTP mail routing, 77-78, 82
split-brain support, 117
troubleshooting
  Debug Logging, 84
dnscmd utility, 87
DNSLINT utility, 86-87
ipconfig utility, 84
nslookup utility, 85-86
Performance Monitor, 85
zones, 68-69
  Active-Directory integrated, 69
  forward lookup, 69
  primary, 69-70
  reverse lookup, 69
  secondary, 71
  stub, 71
  transfers, 71-72
dnscmd utility, 87
DNSLINT utility, 86-87
documentation
  administrative, 659-660
  administration manual, 660-661
  maintenance, 661-662
  procedural, 661
  troubleshooting, 653
backups, 523
  firewalls, routers, switches, 525
  hardware inventory, 524
  maintenance, 524
  network configurations, 525
  policies and procedures, 523-524
  servers, 524
  updating, 525-526
  WAN connectivity, 525
baselining, 645-646
benefits, 644
  collaboration, 644
  financial, 645
  historical records, 644
  knowledge sharing/management, 645
  training, 644
  troubleshooting, 646
design and planning
  client access/hub servers, 648
  communication plan, 648
  Exchange Server 2013 environment, 647
  hardware configuration, 648
  project organization, 647
  project plan, 648
disaster recovery, 662-664
  backup policies/procedures, 664
  failovers, 665
  planning, 664
  recovery, 664
  switchovers, 665
discovery stages, 643
environment, 655-657
  configuration (as-is), 658-659
  server build procedures, 657-658
  topology diagrams, 659
implementation plans
  communication, 649
  design and planning, 647-648
  handoff, 655
  migration, 649-652
  prototype lab test, 653-656
  training, 652-653
maintenance, 661-662
  managing, 261
migration plan
  migration planning, 650
  training, 650
performance reports, 665
  management-level, 665-666
  routine, 665
  technical, 666
purpose, 643
recovery, 664
security, 666
  change control, 666-667
  procedures, 667
SharePoint, 726, 730
  training, 667-668
  transition procedures, 206
document libraries (SharePoint), 727
domain controllers, 90
  authentication, 90-91
  default configuration, 98
place, 91
Windows Server 2008 R2 server promotion, 177-179
Domain Name System. See DNS domains
  Active Directory, 88
  design, 54
  preparing, 191-192
  address rewriting, 373
  configuring, 373-375
  external messages, 373
  wildcards, 375
certificate requests, 132-133
controller placement, 55
Edge Transport server accepted, 343
filtering, 367-368
  allowed senders/domains, 367-368
  rejecting, 368
functional levels, 161
local groups, 101
names
  Edge Transport servers, adding, 337-338
  master role, 162
placeholder domain model, 164
structure, choosing, 44-45, 164
target (SharePoint site mailboxes), 739
down arrows (EAC toolbar), 427
downloads (ActiveX), accepting, 184
DPM (Data Protection Manager)
databases
  protecting, 547-550
  restoring, 550-553
data sources/recoverable data, 547
  mailboxes, restoring, 553-555
  overview, 546-547
dragging/dropping content, 403-404
DTMF (Dual Tone Multiple Frequency), 673, 686
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EAC (Exchange Administration Center), 17-18
accessing, 424
ActiveSync, configuring, 823
administration tasks, 18, 459
benefits, 18
browser support, 460
certificates
creating, 124-127, 213
exporting/importing, 128
renewing, 127
services, assigning, 127
viewing, 123
cross-premises navigation, 426
database limits, setting, 449-451
details pane, 428
features, 423-424
Full Access, granting, 817-818
help, 428
launching, 459
left navigation pane, 426
Compliance Management center, 426
Hybrid center, 426
Mail Flow center, 426
Mobile center, 426
Organization center, 426
Permissions center, 426
Protection center, 426
Public Folder center, 426
Recipients center, 426
Servers center, 426
Unified Messaging center, 426
List view, 427
login screen, 425
mailboxes, moving, 214
Me tile, 428
Notification viewer, 428
overview, 17-18, 457
retention policies
applying, 309
retention tags, creating, 309
EAS. See ActiveSync
ECP (Exchange Control Panel)
archive databases, creating, 401-402
archive mailboxes, creating, 402-403
eDiscovery search queries, creating, 417
journaling
mailboxes, creating, 407
rules, creating, 407-408
legal hold, 413-414
EdgeSync, 376
configuration file, importing, 378
configuring, 377
DNS records, adding, 378-379
Edge Transport server role, 306
process overview, 376
removing, 380
replication schedule, 376-377
server subscription, 376
synchronization
certificates, 112
starting, 379
testing, 379
Edge Transport servers, 47, 454
address rewriting, 373
configuring, 373-375
external messages, 373
wildcards, 375
antispam reports, viewing, 385-386
backing up, 534
configuration
importing, 383, 384-385
settings, exporting, 382-384
connection filtering, 343-344
disabling block lists, 344
IP Allow List Providers, configuring, 346-347
IP Allow Lists, configuring, 344-346, 348-349
IP Block List Providers, configuring, 347-348
IP Block Lists, configuring, 347-349
overview, 343-344
recipients, 351-352
senders, 349-350
content filtering, 359
action settings, 363-364
allowed keywords/phrases, 361-362
attachments, 368-370
blocked keywords/phrases, 362-363
configuring, 359-360, 365-366
disabling, 359
domain-level content, 367-368
exceptions lists, 363
Intelligent Message filtering technology, 359
puzzle validation, 366
quarantine mailbox, configuring, 360
safelist aggregation, 359
SCL rating options, 364-365
scores, 359
sender reputation, 371-373
spam quarantine, configuring, 361
DNS
security, 81
settings, configuring, 79
EdgeSync, 376
configuration file, importing, 378
configuring, 377
DNS records, adding, 378-379
process overview, 376
removing, 380
replication schedule, 376-377
server subscription, 376
starting synchronization, 379
testing synchronization, 379
Exchange Management Console components, 341-343
Accepted Domains tab, 343
Anti-Spam tab, 342
Receive Connectors tab, 342
Send Connectors tab, 342-343
Transport Rules tab, 343
implementation, planning, 334
installing, 336
Exchange Best Practices Analyzer, running, 340
Exchange Server software, installing, 338-340
organization domain names, adding, 337-338
preparations, 337-338
message filtering, 334-335
optimizing, 501
safelist aggregation, 380-382
Sender ID. See Sender ID
SLAs, 522
transport agents
address rewriting policies, configuring, 306
content filtering, 306
EdgeSync, 306
implementing, 306
listing of, 298-299
Edge Transport views (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 636
eDiscovery
long-term storage, 537
new features, 21
searches, 416-420
exporting to PST files, 419
keywords, editing, 418
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new, starting, 418
queries, creating, 417
results, viewing, 418-419
rights, assigning, 416-417
status, 418
edit all items public folder permission, 268
Edit button (EAC toolbar), 427
editing
eDiscovery keywords, 418
functional levels (Active Directory), 102-103
Editor role (public folder permissions), 269
edit owned items public folder permission, 268
email. See also messages
addresses
public folders, adding/removing, 271-272
spoofing, 353
archiving
archive databases, creating, 401-402
archived messages, accessing, 448
archive mailboxes. See archiving, archive mailboxes
benefits, 446-447
enabling, 448
importance, 398
multi-mailbox searches, 447-448
personal, 447
PST files, 400
retention holds, 448
retention policies, 447
digitally signed, sending, 147-148
disclaimers, 304-305
encrypted messages, sending, 148-149
folders, managing, 324
journaling
benefits, 441-442
international regulations relying on, 442
mailboxes, 444-445
premium, 443
reports, 445
rules. See journaling, rules, 445
scope, 443
SMTP addresses, targeting, 444
standard, 443
U.S. regulations relying on, 442
voice mail/missed call notifications, 444
junk, minimizing, 324
legal hold, 412
disabling, 415
Discovery Management role, configuring, 412-413
enabling, 413-414
legitimacy, 387
multiple accounts, managing, 753
retention
defined, 405
deleted/recoverable items, 409-412
importance, 398
journaling, 406-409
Office 365, 410
third-party solutions, 405
searching, 415
eDiscovery, 416-420
results, viewing, 415-416
words, choosing, 415
security
certificates. See certificates
digital signatures, 145-146
group policies, creating, 141-142
Outlook certificate recognition, 146-147
S/MIME, 144-145
Email Addresses tab (public folder properties), 275
Email Message Queue Accessed performance counter, 705
Email Messages Deleted performance counter, 705
Email Messages Heard performance counter, 705
EMC (Exchange Management Console), 457

Edge Transport server components, 341-343

- Accepted Domains tab, 343
- Anti-Spam tab, 342
- Receive Connectors tab, 342
- Send Connectors tab, 342-343
- Transport Rules tab, 343

exceptions lists, 363

Full Access, granting, 818

IP Allow List Providers, configuring, 346-347

IP Allow lists, configuring, 346-347

IP Block Lists, configuring, 346-347

journaling rules, creating, 446

keywords/phrases

- allowing, 361-362
- blocking, 362-363
- quarantine mailboxes, configuring, 360

recipient filtering, 351

senders, 367-368

- filtering, 349-350
- ID, configuring, 357-358
- reputation, 372

EMS (Exchange Management Shell), 29-30

- address rewriting, 375
- antispm reports, viewing, 385-386
- attachment filtering, 370
- client OS platforms supported, 459
- cmd.exe commands, 431
- cmdlets, 430

- active call monitoring, 701
- UM connectivity, 701-702

content filtering, configuring, 365-366

DAGs

- creating, 234
- database copies, adding, 235
- replication networks, creating, 245

data restoration (recovery databases), 545-546

EdgeSync configuration files, importing, 378

- help, 713
- history, 428-429
- identity parameter, 430
- IP Allow Lists/IP Block Lists, configuring, 348-349
- multiple user mailboxes, creating, 434-436
- object-oriented data handling, 430
- objects, 430
- overview, 429, 458-459
- parameters, 430
- pipelining, 430
- profile customization, 431
- PSSession restrictions, 430
- puzzle validation, 366
- quarantine mailboxes, configuring, 360

recipient filtering, 352

recovery databases

- creating, 543-544
- mounting, 545

safelist aggregation, 381-382

senders

- filtering, configuring, 350
- ID, configuring, 358
- reputation, 373

SIR, running, 410

tip of the day, 431

trusted scripts, 431

UM cmdlets

- Add, 713-714
- Enable/Disable, 715
- Get, 714
- New, 715
- Remove, 713-714
- Set, 714
- Test, 715

UM servers, testing, 698

user mailboxes, creating, 434

Windows Remote management, 429

Enable command, 715
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enabling

ActiveSync, 823-824
archiving, 448
audit logging, 466
automatic updates/feedback, 175-177
journaling, 406-407
mailboxes, 407
rules, 407-408
legal hold, 413-414
message tracking, 471-474
Offline OWA, 830
Outlook
Anywhere, 764
calendars, 770-771
Inbox sharing, 772
social media network connections, 777-778
web beaconing filtering, 763
proxy agents, 618-619
puzzle validation, 366
Restart Health Service Recovery, 619-621
UM
IP gateways, 678
users, 696-697
encryption
certificate. See certificates
Certificate Services
assigning, 127
backing up, 539-541
CA types, 106-107
certificates, creating, 119-121
installing, 118-120
digital signatures, 757
Outlook, 110-111
certificate support, configuring, 111
purchasing certificates, 110-111
PKI. See PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)
End to End Certificate Wizard, 213
diagram-to-end service monitoring, 561
diagram user training documentation, 668
enterprise level environments
Active Directory design, 53-54
DNS, configuring, 55-56
domain controller placement, 55
forests/domains, 54
replication, 55
sites, 55
client access, 62-63
infrastructure, 60
antivirus/antispam, 61
database layout, 60
Exchange versions, 60
monitoring, 61-62
recovery, 60-61
server roles, 57
CAS, 58-59
deployment example, 59-60
Mailbox, 58
servers
amount needed, 56
memory/processor requirements, 57
placement, 56
redundancy/optimization, 56-57
Windows Server versions, 57
Enterprise Policy Management, 288
antispam features, 325
features, 325-326
junk mail filtering, 327
phishing attack protection, 327-328
read receipts, blocking, 328
safe/block senders, 328
web beaconing protection, 326-327
client-level security enhancements, 324-325
components, 288
governmental security standards, 289
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 294-296
HIPAA, 290-294
ISO/IEC 27002, 289-290
Sarbanes-Oxley, 296-297
OWA security, 329-331
  authentication, 329-330
  features, 329
  safe/block lists, 331
  security improvements, 329
  web beacons, disabling, 331
retention policies, 307
  applying, 309
  content retention, 307-308
  creating for retention tags, 309
  retention tags, creating, 308
RMS, 310
  configuring, 312-314
  installing, 311-312
  in-transit policies, 321-324
Microsoft Office content, applying, 319-320
  overview, 310-311
  pushing out templates to users, 317-318
  templates, creating, 316-317
  testing, 314-316
transport agents. See transport agents
enterprise root CA, 106-107
enterprise subordinate CA, 106
environments
  documentation, 655-657
  configuration (as-is), 658-659
  server build procedures, 657-658
  topology diagrams, 659
enterprise level
  Active Directory design, 53-56
  client access, 62-63
  infrastructure, 60-62
  server performance, 56-57
  server roles, 57-60
growth planning, 493-494
highly available
  DAGs. See DAGs (database availability groups)
  Windows Failover Clustering, 222-223
public folder infrastructures
  centralized, 263
  distributed, 263
  hybrid, 263-264
  sizing, 48
test, Exchange Server installing, 170
equipment
  backup devices, choosing, 530-532
  devices effects on backups, 531
  speeds/times, 531-532
mailboxes, 432
escalation path (backups), 527-528
eseuil utility, 464, 545
EUDPD (European Union Data Protection), 442
event logs
  Exchange Server 2013 MP, 631-633
    ActiveMonitoring, 631-632
    HighAvailability, 632
    MailboxDatabaseFailureItems, 632
    ManagedAvailbility, 632
    PushNotifications, 632
    Troubleshooters, 632
reviewing, 502
UM, T10-712
  Active Directory, 711
  administrative, 712
  Auto Attendant, 711
  call answering, 711
  call transfer, 711
  outdialing, 712
  performance, 712
  prompt publishing, 712
  speech grammar, 712
  subscriber access, 711
  system, 712
reviewing, 195
  checking, 478
  viewing
  events (SharePoint), 729
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Event view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 634
Client Access, 635
Edge Transport, 636
Hub Transport service, 637
Mailbox subfolder, 638
Unified Messaging service subfolder, 638
ExBPA (Exchange Best Practices Analyzer), 460
Edge Transport server installation, 340
performance/capacity analysis, 492-493
running, 480
exceptions lists, configuring, 363
Exchange
ActiveSync. See ActiveSync
Administration Center. See EAC
Best Practices Analyzer. See ExBPA
Control Panel. See ECP
Management Console. See EMC
Management Shell. See EMS
Queue Viewer, 462
Server 4.0, 6-7
Server 5.0, 7
Server 5.5, 7, 202
Server 2000, 8, 202, 258
Server 2003
archiving/retention, 399
overview, 8-9
public folders, 258
Service Pack 2, 9
transitions, 202
Team blog, 335
Web Services
certificates, 112
Managed API, installing, 735
Exchange Server 2007
archiving/retention, 399
CCR versus DAGs, 246
Continuous Replication, 156
Exchange Server 2013 similarities, 14-15
overview, 9-10
public folders, 258
Service Pack 1, 10-11
transitions
Active Directory schema upgrade,
210-211
certificates, creating, 213-214
distributed servers, 203
Exchange Server 2013 installation,
211-212
existing servers, upgrading, 210
legacy components, removing, 218
limited number of servers, 202-203
mailboxes, moving, 214-215
migration, compared, 198
mixed environment coexistence, 203-204
new organizations, 201-202
planning, 207-208
process, 198-199
production environment, backing up, 209
prototyping, 204-206
public folder migration, 215-217
restructuring Exchange, 200-201
simple, 200
testing, 208-209
Windows Server requirements, 209
Exchange Server 2010, 11-12
archiving/retention, 399
Exchange Server 2013 similarities, 14-15
public folders, 259
roles, 152
transitions
Active Directory schema upgrade,
210-211
certificates, creating, 213-214
distributed servers, 203
Exchange Server 2013 installation,
211-212
existing servers, upgrading, 210
legacy components, removing, 218
limited number of servers, 202-203
mailboxes, moving, 214-215
migration, compared, 198
mixed environment coexistence, 203-204
new organizations, 201-202
planning, 207-208
process, 198-199
production environment, backing up, 209
prototyping, 204-206
public folder migration, 215-217
restructuring Exchange, 200-201
simple, 200
testing, 208-209
Windows Server requirements, 209
Exchange Server 2013
backing up with Windows Server Backup, 541-542
evolution, 6
Exchange Server 4.0, 6-7
Exchange Server 5.0, 7
Exchange Server 5.5, 7
Exchange Server 2000, 8
Exchange Server 2003, 8-9
Exchange Server 2007, 9-11
Exchange Server 2010, 11-12
Office 365, 12
Exchange Server 2007/2010 similarities, 14-15
features removed from previous versions, 15-17
improvements, 38-39
installing, 34
licensing, 13
new features, 14
Active Directory, 32-33
architecture, 18-19
batch moves, 30-31
client security, 324
EAC (Exchange Administration Center), 17-18
eDiscovery, 21
EMS (Exchange Management Shell), 29-30
Lync 2013 integration, 26
mail flow, 31-32
mobility, 24-25
public folders, 22-23
recoverable, 27-28
reliability, 27-28
retention, 21
security, 20-21
site mailboxes, 23
Unified Messaging, 26-27
requirements, 39
Active Directory DS, 40-41
hardware, 39
operating system, 40
versions, 41
transitioning, 34
versions, 12-13, 60
Exchange Server 2013 Management Pack
event logs, 631-633
ActiveMonitoring, 631-632
HighAvailability, 632
MailboxDatabaseFailureItems, 632
ManagedAvailability, 632
PushNotifications, 632
Troubleshooters, 632
installing, 633
prerequisites, 630-631
reports, 639-640
CAS, 639
Client Performance, 639
Cross Premises Mail Flow Monitoring, 639
Machine Level Capacity Trending, 639
Performance Counter View, 639
Performance Counter View Raw, 640
Performance Nutrition, 640
Protocol Downtime Details, 640
Remote PowerShell Service, 640
Role Level Capacity Trending, 640
SLA, 640
SMTP Availability, 640
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Transport Platform Distribution Group
Usage, 640
Transport Platform Hourly Server
Statistics, 641
Transport Platform Server Statistics, 641
Transport Platform Top Users, 641
UM Local Service, 641
views, 634-639
Client Access, 635-636
Edge Transport, 636
Edge Transport Agents subfolder,
636-637
Hub Transport Agents subfolder, 637
Hub Transport service, 637
Mailbox, 637-638
Outlook Client RPC, 635-636
top-level, 634
Unified Messaging, 638-639
existing network integration, 42
expected user loads, 510-511
exporting
certificates, 128
Edge Transport server configuration,
382-384
eDiscovery search content, 419
external
DNS servers, 83
messages, address rewriting, 373
phone test (UM servers), 699

F
failover documentation, 665
fault tolerance (OpsMgr)
  clustering, 583-584
defined, 581
  management group redundancy, 583
resource pools, 583
favorites (OWA), 787, 790
fax receiving (UM), 672
feedback, automatic, 175-177
Fetch Greeting Timed Out performance
counter, 704
files
database, documenting, 478
EdgeSync configuration, 378
message tracking logs
  locations, editing, 472-473
  maximum age, 474
  maximum size, 473-474
migration, creating, 280
OST Cached mode considerations, 782
PST
eDiscovery search content, exporting,
419
messages, archiving, 400
Send/Receive log paths, editing, 468-469
share witness (FSW), 222
SMTP log. See SMTP (Simple Mail Transport
Protocol), logging
systems, choosing, 511
filtering
attachments, 368-370, 391
actions, 369-370
configuring, 370
overview, 368-369
planning, 369-370
connections. See connection filtering
content, 359
action settings, 363-364
allowed keywords/phrases, 361-362
attachments, 368-370
blocked keywords/phrases, 362-363
configuring, 359-360, 365-366
disabling, 359
domain-level content, 367-368
exceptions lists, 363
IMF (Intelligent Message Filter), 387
Intelligent Message filtering
technology, 359
puzzle validation, 366
quarantine mailbox, configuring, 360
safelist aggregation, 359
SCL rating options, 364-365
scores, 359
sender reputation, 371-373
spam quarantine, configuring, 361
domains
allowed, 367-368
rejecting, 368
junk mail (Outlook), 327, 760-763
Blocked Senders list, 762
configuring, 760-761
International Blocked Top-Level Domain List, 762-763
Safe Recipients list, 762
Safe Senders list, 760-761
web beaconing filtering, 763
messages, 334-335
Microsoft Filter Pack, 156, 187
OWA, 791
recipients, 351-352, 388, 762
senders, 349-350
Blocked Senders list, 762
International Blocked Top-Level Domain List, 762-763
safelist aggregation, 380-382
Safe Senders list, 760-761
web beaconing (Outlook), 763
financial benefits of documentation, 645
firewalls (OpsMgr), 578-580
flagging Outlook messages, 749
Flexible Single Master Operations. See FSMO
folders
email, managing, 324
OWA, creating, 789-790
permissions
contact public folder, 269
owner public folder, 269
visible public folder, 269
public
benefits, 260
content models, 262
creating, 266-267
deleted/recoverable items retention, 274
delivery properties, 275
designing, 261
discussion forums, 260
distribution list archiving, 260
document management, 261
e-mail address properties, 275
general mail properties, 274-275
group calendaring, 260
group contacts, 260
history, 258-259
implementing. See implementing, public folders
infrastructure, 263-264, 276-278
line-of-business applications, 261
mailboxes, creating, 265-266
mail-enabling/disabling, 271-272
mail flow settings, 276
membership properties, 275
migrating, 215-217
migrating. See public folders, migrating
new features, 22-23, 259
permissions, 268-270
public announcements, 260
public email, 260
state, monitoring, 272-273
storage quotas, 272-274
team collaboration, 261
use cases, 260-261
recovery, 409, 530
fonts, formatting (messages), 796
FOPE (Forefront Online Protection for Exchange), 393-394
Forefront
Online Security for Exchange Hosted Services, 393
Security for Exchange Server, 391
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forests (Active Directory)

design, 43-44, 54
functional levels, 160
multiple, 163
single, 163

formatting messages, 796, 813
forms-based authentication (OWA), 330
forwarding messages, 798-799
forward lookup zones, 69
Forward Messages Sent performance counter, 705
free disk space, checking, 477
FSMO (Flexible Single Master Operations), 161-163
listing of roles, 161-162
placement, 162-163
seizing, 205-206
FSW (file share witness), 222
Full Access, granting (mailboxes), 817-818
functional modes (Active Directory), 101-103
changing, 102-103
groups
distribution, 100
mail-enabled, 100
scope, 100-101
security, 100
Windows, 99
listing of, 101-102

G

G.711 PCM Linear audio codec, 684
GAL (global address list), searching, 793-794

gateways
scanning, 392
security, 80-81
server (OpsMgr), 575-576
SIP, 716

General Mail Properties tab (public folders), 274-275
general UM performance counters, 702-703
  Average Call Duration, 703
  Average Recent Call Duration, 703
  Call Duration Exceeded, 703
  Calls Disconnected by User Failure, 702
  Current Auto Attendant Calls, 702
  Current Calls, 702
  Current Fax Calls, 702
  Current Play on Phone Calls, 702
  Current Prompt Editing Calls, 703
  Current Subscriber Access Calls, 703
  Current Unauthenticated Pilot Number Calls, 703
  Current Voice Mail Calls, 702
  Delayed Calls, 703
  OCS User Event Notifications, 703
  Total Calls per Second, 702
  Total Play to Phone Calls, 703
  User Response Latency, 703

geo-clusters, 583
geo-replication backups, 520
Get command
  address rewriting, 375
  attachment filtering, 370
  content filtering, 365
  EAC, accessing, 424
  IP Block/Allow Lists, 348
  recipient filtering, 352
  safelist aggregation, 381
  sender filtering, 350
  Sender ID, 358
  sender reputation, 373
  UM cmdlets, 713

GLBA (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act), 294-296
  Exchange messaging implications, 296
  privacy protection, 294-295
global address list (GAL), searching, 793-794
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OpsMgr, 587-588
Reporting database warehouse, 570-571
Reporting Server, 571-572
single-server OpsMgr installation, 601
Web console, 574
health checks
Active Directory, 182
OpsMgr, 624-625
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. See HIPAA
HELO/EHLO SMTP validation, 372
help
Active Directory
health check website, 182
resources, 158
EAC, 428
EMS, 713
Exchange Team blog, 335
OWA, 816
VSS, 538
help desk role group, 169
high availability
DAGs
active database copies, moving, 237-239
attributes, 224-226
backing up, 247-248
CCR/SCC, compared, 246
creating with Exchange Management Shell, 234
creating with GUI, 227-228
database copies, adding/removing, 230-232, 235
database portability, 224
database replication, 226
defined, 223
hardware recommendations, 241-243
improvements, 156-157
incremental reseeding, 225
log shipping replication, 225
mailbox database replica priorities, 239-241
nodes, adding, 234-235
renaming databases, 229
replication health, monitoring, 235-237
replication networks, creating, 243-245
requirements, 226-227
reseeding databases, 232-234
SCR, compared, 247
Shadow Redundancy, 225
storage groups, 226
tiered services, 245-246
Windows Server 2008/2012 clustering behaviors, 224
Windows Server Failover Clustering requirement, 224
hardware balancing, 248
improvements, 156-157
load balancing. See WNLB (Windows Network Load Balancing)
Windows Failover Clustering, 222-223
HighAvailability logs, 632
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996), 290-294, 442
eyear provisions, 290
Exchange messaging implications, 294
health record privacy needs, 291-292
later provisions, 291
Privacy Rule, 292-293
Transactions and Code Sets (TCS), 291
historical records, documenting, 644
history
EMS, 428-429
Exchange Server 2013, 6
Exchange Server 4.0, 6-7
Exchange Server 5.0, 7
Exchange Server 5.5, 7
Exchange Server 2000, 8
Exchange Server 2003, 8-9
Exchange Server 2007, 9-11
Exchange Server 2010, 11-12
Office 365, 12
mobility enhancements, 822
Outlook, 744
public folders, 258-259
SharePoint, 722
2010 line, 725
2013 line, 725
MOSS 2007 (Microsoft Office SharePoint Server), 724
Portal Server 2001, 722-723
Portal Server 2003, 724
Team Services (STS), 722-723
WSS 2.0, 723-724
WSS 3.0, 724
hosts
records, 72
WNLB, configuring, 253-254
.hta (Hypertext application) attachments, 369
HTML-based reports, 564
Hub Transport agents
e-mail disclaimers, 304-305
journaling, 301-303
database, enabling, 302
rules, creating, 302-303
types, 301-302
listing of, 298
RMS, 301
transport rules
changes, 300
creating, 299-300
Hub Transport servers
backing up, 533
SLAs, 522-523
Hub Transport service view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 637
hunt groups, 678-679, 695-696
Hybrid center (EAC), 426
hybrid environments, public folder infrastructure, 263-264
hybrid messaging security solutions, 393-394
hygiene management role group, 169
hyperspace, optimizing, 506
Hypertext application (.hta) attachments, 369
Identity parameter, 430
ignoring conversations, 788-789
IIS (Internet Information Services), 129
auditing, 130
authentication, 129-131
backing up, 541, 585
CAS configuration, editing, 499
SSL, 130-133
binding, 133-134
creating with multiple names, 134-138
domain-based certificate requests, 132-133
functions, 131
server requests, 132
settings, configuring, 134-135
IMAP4, 112
IMF (Intelligent Message Filter), 359, 387
implementing
Exchange Server 2013
communication plan, 649
design and planning document, 647-648
handoff plan, 655
migration plan document, 649-652
pilot tests, 655
prototype lab test plan, 653-655
support, 655
tracking, 646
training plan, 652-653
journaling, 406
public folders, 264
creating public folders, 266-267
mailbox databases, creating, 265
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permissions, 268-270
public folder mailboxes, creating, 265-266
importing
importance levels (messages), 795
importing
certificates, 128
EdgeSync configuration files, 378
Edge Transport server configuration, 383-385
Exchange Server 2013 MP, 633
management packs, 609-611
common, 609-610
Management Pack Import Wizard, 610-611
relevant versions, loading, 610
Inbox
Outlook, sharing, 772
OWA
configuring, 808-809
notifications, 815
UM, 671
incoming call storage, 699
incoming messages, 342
Incomplete Signaling Information performance counter, 709
incremental reseeding (DAGs), 225
INFO method (SIP), 717
information alerts, 621
Information Rights Management (IRM), 324
information store
backups, validating, 481
subfolder (Exchange Server 2013 MP Mailbox subfolder), 638
infrastructure
design, 60
antivirus/antispam, 61
database layout, 60
Exchange versions, 60
monitoring, 61-62
recovery solutions, 60-61
master role, 162
public folders, 263-264
centralized environments, 263
distributed environments, 263
hybrid environments, 263-264
managing, 276-278
Installation wizard, 177-179
installing
Active Directory
CS, 118-120
remote management tools, 189
association cookie/GUID hot fix, 188
base operating system, 183
Edge Transport servers, 336-338
Exchange Best Practices Analyzer, running, 340
Exchange Server software, installing, 338-340
organization domain names, adding, 337-338
Exchange
Server 2012, 192-193
Server 2013. See installing Exchange Server 2013
Server 2013 MP, 630-631, 633
Web Services Managed API, 735
Microsoft Office Filter Pack, 187
.NET Framework 4.5, 185-186
operating system patches, 51
OpsMgr
multiserver, 603-609
single-server, 600-603
RMS, 311-312
root certificates on mobile devices, 827
security updates, 188-189
UCM API 4.0, 186
UM, 689
Auto Attendants, creating, 695
data storage, 699
dial plans, creating, 690-692
hunt groups, creating, 695-696
IP gateways, creating, 694
mailbox policies, customizing, 692-693
prerequisites, 689
server to dial plan association, 694
subscriber access numbers, associating, 693
telephony prerequisites, 689-690
testing, 697-699
UM configuration, 690
users, enabling, 696-697
Windows
Certification Authority Server, 119-121
Identity Foundation, 187-188
Management Framework 3.0, 186
Server 2008 R2 SP1, 172-173
WNLB, 250-252
installing Exchange Server 2013, 34
command prompt, 193-194
Event Viewer logs, reviewing, 195
hardware requirements, 157
installation logs, reviewing, 195
postinstallation tasks, 194
preparations
Active Directory, 190-191
Active Directory health checks, 182
Active Directory schema, 189-190
ActiveX downloads, accepting, 184
base operating system, installing, 183
domains, 191-192
permissions, granting, 182-183
role prerequisites, installing, 184-185
prerequisites
64-bit architecture, 153-154
Active Directory infrastructure, 153
Active Directory services remote management tools, 189
association cookie/GUID hot fix, 188
Microsoft Filter Pack, 156, 187
.NET Framework, 154, 185-186
PowerShell, 155
security updates, 188-189
UCMA, 156, 186
Windows Identity Foundation, installing, 187-188
Windows Management Framework 3.0, 154, 186
WinRM, 155
WMI, 155
prototyping, 170-171
server roles, verifying, 195
test environment, 170
upgrading from previous Windows versions, 172
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), 685
integrated Windows authentication, 330
integration (SharePoint), 731
Intelligent Message Filter (IMF), 359, 387
interfaces
Outlook, 744
Calendar button, 748
folder pane, 746
Mail button, 748
message index pane, 747
OWA similarities, 749
People button, 748
reading pane, 747
ribbon, 748
Tasks button, 748
To-Do Bar, 748
OWA, 786-788
SharePoint, 725
internal mail flow, 32
internal phone test (UM servers), 699
International Blocked Top-Level Domain List, 762-763
International Telecommunication Union (ITU), 145
Internet Explorer, ActiveX downloads, accepting, 184
Internet Information Services. See IIS
Internet Telephony Service Provider (ITSP), 687
Internet to Exchange mail flow, 31-32
INVITE method (SIP), 716
IP (Internet Protocol)
  addresses, allowing, 345-346
  Allow Lists, configuring
    Exchange Management Console, 344-346
    Exchange Management Shell, 348-349
    Providers, 346-347
  Block Lists, configuring
    Exchange Management Console, 347
    Exchange Management Shell, 348-349
    Providers, 347-348
gateways, 678, 694
  Reputation Service, 388
ipconfig utility, 84
IP-PBX (IP/Private Branch Exchange), 685
IP/VoIP gateways, 685, 687
IRM (Information Rights Management), 324
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network), 76, 685
ISO/IEC 27002 security standard, 289-290
issue tracking (SharePoint), 729
iterative queries (DNS), 71
ITSP (Internet Telephony Server Provider), 687
ITU (International Telecommunication Union), 145

internet regulations relying on, 442
mailboxes, 444-445
premium, 443
reports, 445
review process, 408-409
rules
  components, 443-444
  creating, 302-303, 446
  replication, 445
  scope, 443-444
SMTP addresses, targeting, 444
standard, 443
types, 301-302
U.S. regulations relying on, 442
voice mail/missed call notifications, 444
junk mail protection. See spam protection

K

KEY records, 76
keys, private versus public, 108
  See also PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)
keywords
  allowing, 361-362
  blocked, configuring, 362-363
  content searches, choosing, 415
eDiscovery searches, editing, 418
knowledge sharing/management (documentation), 645

L

large enterprise designs (OpsMgr), 597-600
architecture, 598
database sizing, 598
disk subsystem sizing, 598-600
performance/storage requirements, 598
shipping replication, 225
SMTP, 468-471
    configuring, 468-469
    directory maximum size, 470
    file maximum size, 470
    maximum age, 470-471
    Send/Receive log file paths, editing, 468-469
    truncating, 537
UM event, 710-712
    Active Directory, 711
    administrative, 712
    Auto Attendant, 711
    call answering, 711
    call transfer, 711
    outdialing, 712
    performance, 712
    prompt publishing, 712
    speech grammar, 712
    subscriber access, 711
    system, 712
Lotus Notes migration, 202
low virtual memory, 507
Lync 2013 integration, 26

M

.mac (Microsoft Management Console snap-in) attachments, 369
Machine Level Capacity Trending report, 639
machine local groups, 101
MailboxDatabaseFailureItems logs, 632
mailboxes
    ActiveSync policies
        applying, 828
        creating, 827
    archive, 399-401
        adding content, 403-404
        advantages/disadvantages, 400
        archived messages, accessing, 448
        benefits, 446-447
        creating, 402-403
        enabling, 448
        multi-mailbox searches, 447-448
        online, 401
        personal, 447
        purging content, 404-405
        retention holds, 448
        retention policies, 447
    batch moves, 30-31
    databases
        creating, 265
        deleted/recoverable items quotas, 411-412
        replica priorities, 237-239
        deleted/recoverable items quotas, configuring, 411
        DNS resource records (MB), 76
        equipment, 432
        Full Access, granting, 817-818
        journaling, 407, 444-445
        legal hold, enabling, 413-414
        linked, 432
        moving, 214-215
        NAS (network attached storage), 494
        Offline OWA, enabling, 830
        public folder, creating, 265-266, 281
        quarantine, configuring, 360
        recovering, 530, 553-555
        retention policies, 307
        applying, 309
        content, 307-308
        retention tags, creating, 308-309
        room, 432
        SANs (storage area networks), 494
        scanning, 392
        searching, 415
eDiscovery, 416-420
    results, viewing, 415-416
    words, choosing, 415
security, configuring, 758
servers
backing up, 532-533
optimizing, 494-497
role, 47, 58, 153, 455
sizing, 515
SLAs, 521-522
site (SharePoint), 23, 734-735
creating, 740
enabling on web application, 738
Exchange Web Services Managed API, installing, 735
OAuth trust, creating, 740
prerequisites, 735
SSL trusts, 736
subscription full control, granting, 738-739
target domains, 739
trusted Metadata document, configuring, 737-738
UPA, configuring, 736-737
spam quarantine, configuring, 361
transport services, optimizing, 500-501
types, 431-432
UM policies, 679-680, 692-693
user, creating, 431-436
EAC, 432-433
EMS, 434
multiple in EMS, 434-436
Mailbox views (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 637-638
mail-enabled groups, 100
Mail Exchange (MX) records. See MX (Mail Exchange) records, 73-75
mail flow
center (EAC), 426
internal, 32
Internet to Exchange, 31-32
public folder settings, 276
tools, 461-462
mail routing (SMTP), 77-78, 82
MailTips, 796-797
maintenance
auditing, 464
audit logging, 464-467
message tracking, 471-474
SMTP logging, 468-471
backup documentation, 524
firewalls, routers, switches, 525
hardware inventory, 524
network configurations, 525
server builds, 524
server configurations, 524
WAN connectivity, 525
daily, 476
database replication, verifying, 478
event viewer logs, checking, 478
free disk space, checking, 477
message queues, reviewing, 477
online backup verification, 476-477
databases, 474-475
automatic, 475-476
eset util, 464
ntdsutil utility, 463-464
documentation, 661-662
EAC
administrator functions, 459
browser support, 460
launching, 459
overview, 457
web utility, 459
Edge Transport servers
exporting configuration, 382-384
importing configuration, 383, 384-385
EMS, 458-459
migration plan document, 650, 652
monthly, 480
ExBPA, running, 480
system performance, testing, 480
uninterruptible power supplies, testing, 480
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online tasks, verifying, 478-479
OpsMgr
  alert notifications, tuning, 626-630
  health checks, 624-625
  MPs, updating, 626
periodic testing, 482
postmaintenance procedures, 482 quarterly, 481
reducing efforts, 482
Toolbox
  ExBPA, 460
  mail flow tools, 461-462
weekly, 478
database file sizes, documenting, 478
offline address book generation, checking, 479
online maintenance tasks, verifying, 478-479
resource utilization, analyzing, 479
Managed Availability logs, 632
management
documentation
  public folders, 261
  SharePoint, 730
Edge Transport servers
  exporting configuration, 382-384
  importing configuration, 383, 384-385
  email folders, 324
  group settings (OpsMgr), 615-617
  database grooming, 616-617
  manual agent install security, 615-616
multiple email accounts, 753
packs. See MPs (management packs)
performance reports, 665-666
policies. See Enterprise Policy Management
public folders
  deleted/recoverable items retention, 274
deliveries, 275
  email addresses, 275
general mail properties, 274-275
infrastructure, 276-278
mail enabling, 271-272
mail flow, 276
membership, 275
state, monitoring, 272-273
storage quotas, 272-274
reducing efforts, 482
roles, 167, 437-438, 444
  assignments, 168, 437-438
  entries, 167
groups, 437
  scope, 168, 437-439
server, 454-455
user, 456
servers
  action account, 580
  OpsMgr, 567-568
  redundancy, 583
Management Pack Import Wizard, 610-611
MAPI client access (Outlook), 48
marking read status (messages), 799
master database (OpsMgr), backing up, 585
MB (mailbox) records, 76
medium enterprise design (OpsMgr), 595-597
  architecture, 596
database sizes, 596
disk subsystem sizing, 597
performance/storage requirements, 595-596
recommendations, 595
server counts, 595
size, 595
meetings
  creating based on time zones, 752
OWA Calendar
  rescheduling, 805
  scheduling, 804-805
performance counters
  Accepted performance counter, 705
  Declined performance counter, 705
memory
- optimizing, 505-506
- 64-bit Windows improvements, 505
- hyperspace, 506
- non-paged pools, 506
- pagefiles, 505
- size, 514
- system cache, 506
- system PTEs, 506
- virtual memory, 505
- requirements, 157
- server, 57
- sizing, 514
- virtual
  - defined, 507
  - low, 507
  - optimizing, 506-507
Memory-Available Bytes counter, 507
Menu Option 1 Used performance counter, 707
Menu Option 2 Used performance counter, 707
Menu Option 3 Used performance counter, 707
Menu Option 4 Used performance counter, 707
Menu Option 5 Used performance counter, 707
Menu Option 6 Used performance counter, 707
Menu Option 7 Used performance counter, 707
Menu Option 8 Used performance counter, 707
Menu Option 9 Used performance counter, 708
Menu Option Timed Out performance counter, 708
message index pane (Outlook), 747
messages
archiving
  - archive databases, creating, 401-402
  - archived messages, accessing, 448
  - archive mailboxes. See archiving, archive mailboxes
  - benefits, 446-447
  - enabling, 448
  - importance, 398
multi-mailbox searches, 447-448
personal, 447
PST files, 400
retention holds, 448
retention policies, 447
batch moves, 30-31
Cached mode, 780
digitally signed, sending, 147-148
encrypted, sending, 148-149
external, address rewriting, 373
filtering, 334-335
incoming, 342
in-transit RMS policies
  - applying, 321-323
  - testing, 323-324
journaling
  - benefits, 441-442
  - international regulations relying on, 442
  - premium, 443
  - reports, 445
  - rules. See journaling, rules
  - SMTP addresses, targeting, 444
  - standard, 443
  - U.S. regulations relying on, 442
  - voice mail/missed call notifications, 444
junk mail, filtering, 327
legal hold, 412
  - disabling, 415
  - Discovery Management role, configuring, 412-413
  - enabling, 413-414
outgoing, configuring, 342-343
Outlook
  - color-coding, 750-751
  - flagging, 749
  - Out-of-Office feature, configuring, 754-755
OWA
  - adding attachments, 794-795
  - adding recipients, 793-794
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messages

addressing, 792-793
creating, 792
deleting, 800
deleting recipients, 794
formatting, 796, 813
forwarding, 798-799
importance levels, 795
options, configuring, 795, 813
reading, 798
reading attachments, 801-802
read status, marking, 799, 813-814
replying, 798-799
searching, 791-792
sending, 796
Sensitivity levels, 795-796
signatures, configuring, 812-813
user properties, viewing, 800
viewing, 788
queues, reviewing, 477
read receipts
blocking, 328
configuring, 813
recovery, 530
retention
defined, 405
deleted/recoverable items, 409-412
importance, 398
journaling, 406-409
Office 365, 410
third-party solutions, 405
routing
internally, 32
Internet to Exchange, 31-32
safe/blocked senders, 328
searching, 415
eDiscovery, 416-420
results, viewing, 415-416
words, choosing, 415
sending on behalf on another user, 773-774
spam. See spam protection
tracking, 471-474
enabling/disabling, 471-474
log files/directories maximum size, 473-474
log locations, editing, 472-473
logs maximum age, 474
tool, 462
voice
formats, 684
size, 684-685
Messaging Records retention policies, 307
applying, 309
content, 307-308
retention tags, creating, 308-309
Me tile (EAC), 428
Microsoft
Exchange Team blog, 335
Forefront Online Protection for Exchange
(FOPE), 393-394
Knowledge Base articles
CNAME records article, 75
DNSLint utility, 86
Management Console snap-in (.mac) attachments, 369
.NET Framework, 154, 185-186
Office
Customization Tool. See OCT
Filter Pack, 156, 187
Outlook calendars, publishing, 775-776
RMS policies, applying, 319-320
SharePoint Server (MOSS) 2007, 724
Office 365, 12
administrator guide, 410
retention policies, 410
SIR (Single Item Recovery), 410
Shell (.msh) attachments, 369
System Center Operations Manager. See OpsMgr
UCMA, 156
VSS help articles website, 538
Word, RMS testing, 314-316
migrations
brand-new environments, 206-207
non-Exchange environments, 202
plan document, 649-652,
administration and maintenance, 650, 652
building, 651
communications, 650, 652
deployment tools, 651
goals and objectives, 650
migration planning, 650
migration planning: Active Directory, 651
project management, 650-651
rollback planning, 650
training, 650, 652
public folders, 215-217, 276-278
completion, 282-283
contingency rollback, 283
migration files, creating, 280
preparation, 279
public folder mailboxes, creating, 281
source folders, locking down, 282
synchronization, 281-282
verification, 283
transitions, compared, 197
missed call notifications, journaling, 444
missing features, 15-17
Mobile center (EAC)
mobile devices
configuring, 829
root certificates, installing, 827
wiping/resetting, 829
mobile phones, configuring, 815
mobility
ActiveSync
configuring devices, 829
defined, 822
disabling, 824
enabling, 823-824
overview, 823

security, 824-829
wiping/resetting devices, 829
history, 822
new support features, 24-25
Offline OWA, 829
enabling, 830
limitations, 830
prerequisites, 830
turning off, 832
monitoring
backups, 526
DAG replication health, 235-237
disks, 508-509
improvements, 490-491
networks, 509-510
OpsMgr. See OpsMgr
processor usage, 508
public folder state, 272-273
SCOM, 35, 61-62, 515-516
tools
Performance Monitor Console, 503-504
Task Manager, 504
UM
active calls, 701
connectivity, 701-702
performance. See UM (Unified Messaging), performance monitors
tools, 701
virtual memory, 506-507
monitors (OpsMgr), 560
monthly maintenance, 480
ExBPA, running, 480
system performance, testing, 480
uninterruptible power supplies, testing, 480
More button (EAC toolbar), 427
MOSS 2007 (Microsoft Office SharePoint Server), 724
mount command, 545
mounting recovery databases, 545
moving
  active database copies, 237-239
  content, archive mailboxes, 403-404
mailboxes, 214-215
MP3 audio codec, 684
.mpeg (Mpeg Audio Layer 3) format, 684
MPs (management packs), 558-560
custom, backing up, 585
Exchange Server 2013 MP
event logs, 631-633
installing, 633
prerequisites, 630-631
reports, 639-641
views. See Exchange Server 2013
Management Pack, views
importing, 609-611
common, 609-610
Management Pack Import Wizard,
610-611
relevant versions, loading, 610
override, backing up, 585
updating, 626
MSDB database, backing up, 585
MSExchangeIS object, 507
MSExchangeUMAutoAttendant object, 706-708
MSExchangeUMCallAnswer object, 703-704
MSExchangeUMGeneral object, 702
MSExchangeUMPerformance object, 709-710
MSExchangeUMSubscriberAccess object,
704-706
.msh (Microsoft Shell) attachments, 369
multihomed DNS servers, 76-77
multiserver OpsMgr installation, 603-609
architecture, 603
management server, Management console,
Web console components, 607-608
OM1 hardware requirements, 604
OM2
  hardware requirements, 605
  preparations, 606
order of installation, 607
preparations, 604-605
Reporting server, 608-609
Web console support, 605-606
MX (Mail Exchange) records, 73-75
alias names, 74
e-mail domain, defining, 73
hosted domain local to server
configurations, 74-75
preference numbers, 74-73
routing loops, 74
MX Toolbox website, 389

N

names
  Active Directory default first sites, editing,
  179
certificates, 115-117
  single, 116
  split-brain DNS, 117
UCCs (Unified Communications
Certificates), 116
wildcard, 116-117
domain. See DNS (Domain Name System)
NetBIOS, configuring, 174
name server (NS) records, 73
Name TTSed performance counter, 709
NAS (network attached storage), 494
NASD 3010 & 3110 (National Association
of Securities Dealers 3010 & 3110), 442
navigation (EAC)
cross-premises, 426
Details pane, 428
help, 428
left navigation pane, 426
List view, 427
Me tile, 428
Notification viewer, 428
Tabs area, 427
toolbar, 427
NetApp Single Mailbox Recovery Tool, 527
NetBIOS names, configuring, 174
.NET Framework 4.5
installing, 185-186
overview, 154
networks
attached storage (NAS), 494
cards, configuring, 252-253
circuit-switched, 685
configuration documentation, 525
DAG replication, creating, 243-245
load balancing, 82
monitoring, 509-510
packet-switched, 687
social media connections (Outlook), 777-778
Windows Server 2008 R2 servers, 174
New button (EAC toolbar), 427
New command
address rewriting, 375
UM cmdlets, 715
user mailboxes, 434
new features, 14
Active Directory, 32-33
architecture, 18-19
batch moves, 30-31
client security, 324
EAC, 17-18
eDiscovery, 21
EMS, 29-30
Lync integration, 26
mail flow, 31-32
mobility, 24-25
Outlook, 745
public folders, 22-23, 259
recoverable, 27-28
reliability, 27-28
retention, 21
security, 20-21
site mailboxes, 23
Unified Messaging, 26-27
New User Mailbox dialog box, 432
NLB (Network Load Balancing), 82
nodes (DAGs), adding, 234-235
Nonediting Author role, 269
None role, 269
non-Exchange environment migrations, 202
non-paged pools, 506
notes (Outlook)
creating, 773
viewing, 773
notifications. See also alerts
backup failures, 527-528
missed call, journaling, 444
OpsMgr alerts, 560, 561
channels, configuring, 621
priority, 621
severity levels, 621
subscribers, 622-623
subscriptions, configuring, 623-624
tuning, 626-630
OWA
calendar, 805, 815
Inbox, 815
text messaging, 814, 815
viewing (EAC), 428
NOTIFY method (SIP), 717
Novell GroupWise migration, 202
nslookup utility, 85-86
NS (name server) records, 73
ntdsutil utility, 463-464

O

OAB Cached mode considerations, 782-783
object-oriented data handling, 430
objects
EMS, 430
MSExchangeIS, 507
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MSExchangeUMAutoAttendant, 706-708
MSExchangeUMCallAnswer, 703-704
MSExchangeUMGeneral counters, 702
MSExchangeUMPerformance, 709-710
MSExchangeUMSubscriberAccess, 704-706
UM, 676-677
Auto Attendant, 680-681
dial plan, 676-678
hunt group, 678-679
IP gateway, 678
mailbox policy, 679-680
server, 681-682
OCT (Office Customization Tool), 766
accessing, 766-767
customizations, saving, 767
Outlook settings, 767-768
offline address book
certificates, 112
generation, checking, 479
Offline OWA, 829
enabling, 830
limitations, 830
prerequisites, 830
turning off, 832
OLD (Online Defragmentation), 475-476
OLM (Online Maintenance), 475
OM roles, seizing, 205-206
online backups, verifying, 476-477
Open Relay Database website, 389
operating systems
base, installing, 183
configuring, 49-50
patches, installing, 51
prototype lab test plan document, 654
requirements, 40
Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1
automatic updates/feedback, 175-177
domain controller promotion, configuring, 177-179
installing, 172-173
NetBIOS names, 174
networking, configuring, 174
time zones, 173
Windows Server versions, 57
Operations Between Five and Six Seconds performance counter, 710
Operations Between Four and Five Seconds performance counter, 710
Operations Between Three and Four Seconds performance counter, 710
Operations Between Two and Three Seconds performance counter, 710
Operations console (OpsMgr), 572-573
OperationsManager database, 568-570, 585
OperationsManagerAC database, 585, 587
OperationsManagerDW database, 570-571, 585, 587
Operations Over Six Seconds performance counter, 710
Operations Under Two Seconds performance counter, 710
Operator role, 577
operator transfers, 681
operator transfers performance counters, 707
Requested by User from Opening Menu, 708
Requested by User, 708
OpsMgr (Microsoft System Center Operations Manager), 483
agents
deploying, 611-614
health service recovery, restarting, 619-621
manual installations, 615-616
proxy, configuring, 618-619
alerts, 560, 563, 621-624
channels, configuring, 622
priority, 621
seventy, 621
subscribers, configuring, 622-623
subscriptions, configuring, 623-624
tuning, 626-630
architecture, 565-566
optimizing

disks, 508-509, 511
  file system, choosing, 511
  hardware RAID, 513
  mirroring, 512
  physical disk configuration, 511
  striping with parity, 512
Edge Transport servers, 501
expected user loads, 510-511
log files, 514
mailboxes
  servers, 494-497
  transport services, 500-501
memory, 505-506
  64-bit Windows improvements, 505
  hyperspace, 506
  non-paged pools, 506
  pagefiles, 505
  size, 514
  system cache, 506
  system PTEs, 506
  virtual memory, 505
network subsystem, 509-510
processor usage, 508
servers, 56-57, 502-503
Unified Messaging services, 502
virtual memory, 506-507
OPTIONS method (SIP), 717
Options page (OWA), 807
Account tab, 807-808
Apps, 816
Block/Allow tabs, 816
Groups tab, 810-812
Help button, 816
Organize E-Mail tab, 808-810
  Automatic Replies, 809
  Delivery Reports, 809-810
  Inbox rules, 808-809
Phone tab, 815
  calendar notifications, 815
  Inbox notifications, 815
Mobile Phones section, 815
Text Messaging section, 815
Settings tab, 812-815
  Calendar, 814
  Calendar Troubleshooting utility, 814
  Conversations, 814
  Mail section, 805
  Message Format, 813
  Message Options, 813
  Password section, 815
  Reading pane, 813-814
  Read Receipts, 813
  Regional, 815
  signatures, 812-813
  Text Messaging Notifications, 814
Organization center (EAC), 426
Organization Health view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 634
organization management role group, 168
Organize E-Mail tab (OWA Options page), 808-810
  Automatic Replies, 809
  Delivery Reports, 809-810
  Inbox rules, 808-809
OSC User Event Notifications performance counter, 703
OST files, 782
outbound mail routing (DNS), 83
outdialing event logs, 712
outgoing messages, configuring, 342-343
Outlook
  antispam features, 386-388
    connection filtering, 387
    content filtering, 387
    distribution list authentication, 387
    email legitimacy, 387
    IP reputation, 388
    recipient filtering, 388
    Sender ID, 388
    sender reputation, 388
    spam quarantine, 388
    update services, 387
Outlook 883

Anywhere, 49, 763-764
  certificates, 112
  connecting, 764-765
  enabling, 764
Cached mode, 496, 779-780
  connection status, 780
  deploying, 780-781
GAL missing users, 780
  messages, 780
OAB considerations, 782-783
OST considerations, 782
RPC over HTTPS, 782
Send/Receive button, 782
slow-link connection awareness, 782

Calendar
  color-coding appointments, 751
  free/busy information sharing outside an
  organization, configuring, 774-775
  items/appointments, creating, 768-769
  multiple calendars, viewing, 769-770
  publishing to Office Online, 775-776
  sharing, enabling, 770-771

call answering rules, 674

certificates
  purchasing, 110-111
  recognition, 146-147
  support, configuring, 111

Client RPC views (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 635-636

collaboration, 745

deploying, 766-768
digital signatures, 145-146
  digitally signed messages, sending, 147-148
  encryption, 146
  signing, 145-146

Email Postmark validation, 366
  encryption, 110-111, 148-149
  evolution, 744
  features, 745
Inbox sharing, enabling, 772

interface, 746
  Calendar button, 748
  folder pane, 746
  Mail button, 748
  message index pane, 747
  OWA similarities, 749
  People button, 748
  reading pane, 747
  ribbon, 748
  Tasks button, 748
  To-Do Bar, 748
junk mail filtering, 327

MAPI access, 48, 62
meetings, creating based on time zones, 752
messages
  color-coding, 750-751
  flagging, 749
  multiple accounts, managing, 753
  new/improved features, 745
notes
  creating, 773
  viewing, 773

OCT settings, 767-768
Out-of-Office feature, configuring, 754-755
OWA, See OWA (Outlook Web App)
personal information sharing, 771-772
phishing attack protection, 327-328
Play on Phone, 673
PST files, 400
public folder permissions, configuring, 270-271
read receipts, blocking, 328
Rules and Alerts, 755-756
safe/blocked senders, 328
safelist aggregation, 380-382
searching, 752-753
security, 745
  digital signatures, 757
  enhancements, 756
individual messages, setting, 757
junk mail filters, 760-763
mailboxes, configuring, 758
Rights Management Services, configuring, 758-759
secured messaging, 756-758
S/MIME support, 756
web beaconing filtering, enabling, 763
sending messages on behalf of another users, 773-774
S/MIME, 144-145
social media integration, 777
information, viewing, 778
social network accounts, associating, 777-778
to-do items/tasks
creating, 772
viewing, 772
Trust Center, 753-754
vCards, 776
adding to autosignatures, 777
emailing, 776-777
saving, 777
Voice Access (OVA), 672-673
Voice Mail Preview, 673-674
web beacon protection, 326-327
Out of Hours Calls performance counter, 706
Out-of-Office feature (Outlook), configuring, 754-755
outsourcing antivirus/antispam protection, 392
OVA (Outlook Voice Access), 672-673
override MPs, backing up, 585
OWA (Outlook Web App), 49, 62, 785
accounts, configuring, 807-808
apps settings, 816
attachments, 801-802
automatic replies, configuring, 809
browser support, 786
calendar, 802
configuring, 814
notifications, 815
reminders, 805
rescheduling meetings, 805
scheduling meetings, 804-805
sharing, 802-803
troubleshooting, 814
views, 803-804
call answering rules, 674
contacts, 806-807
creating, 807
viewing, 807
conversations
canceling ignore, 789
configuring, 814
ignoring, 788-790
viewing, 788
deleted items recovery, 800-801
delivery reports, 809-810
favorites, customizing, 790
filters, 791
folders, creating, 789-790
Help button, 816
Inbox
notifications, 815
rules, 808-809
interface, 786-788
mailboxes
Full Access, granting, 817-818
other users, opening, 817
mail settings, 805
MailTips, 796-797
messages
adding attachments, 794-795
adding recipients, 793-794
addressing, 792-793
creating, 792
deleting, 800
deleting recipients, 794
formatting, 796, 813
forwarding, 798-799
importance levels, 795
options, 795, 813
reading, 798
reading attachments, 801-802
read status, marking, 799, 813-814
replying, 798-799
searching, 791-792
sending, 796
Sensitivity levels, 795-796
user properties, viewing, 800
viewing, 788
mobile phones, configuring, 815
network cards, configuring, 252-253
Offline, 829
  enabling, 830
  limitations, 830
  prerequisites, 830
  turning off, 832
Options page, 807
  Account tab, 807-808
  Apps, 816
  Block/Allow tabs, 816
  Groups tab, 810-812
  Help button, 816
  Organize E-Mail tab, 808-810
  Phone tab, 815
  Settings tab, 812-815
Outlook interface similarities, 749
passwords, 815
Play on Phone, 673
public groups
  creating, 810-811
  delivery management, 812
details, viewing, 812
MailTips, 812
message approval, 812
read receipts, 813
regional settings, 815
security, 329-331
  authentication, 329-330
  features, 329
improvements, 329
safe/block lists, 331
web beacons, disabling, 331
signatures, configuring, 812-813
signing in/out, 788, 818
tasks, 806
  creating, 806
  viewing, 806
text messaging notifications, 814
Owner role (public folder permissions), 269

P
PABXs (Private Automatic Branch
Exchanges), 670, 687
packet-switched networks, 687
pagefiles, optimizing, 505
Page Table Entries (PTEs), 506
Paging File-%Usage counter, 507
passwords (OWA), configuring, 815
patches (operating systems), 51
Patriot Act, 442
PBXs (Private Branch Exchanges), 670, 687
PDC emulator role, 162
performance
  analyzing, 491
    baselines, establishing, 491-493
    growth planning, 493-494
  CASs, optimizing, 498-499
counters, reviewing, 502
improvements, 486
  accessibility, 490
  architecture, 486
database, 487-488
monitoring, 490-491
security, 489-490
transport pipeline, 488-489
large enterprise designs, 598
mailbox servers, optimizing, 494-497
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medium enterprise design, 595-596
monitoring
  Performance Monitor console, 503-504
  Task Manager, 504
reports, 665
  management-level, 665-666
  routine, 665
  technical, 666
servers
  amount needed, 56
  memory/processor requirements, 57
  placement, 56
  redundancy/optimization, 56-57
system, testing, 480
UM, monitoring, 702-709
  Auto Attendants, 706-708
  call answering, 703-704
  event logs, 710-712
  general, 702-703
  server latency, 709
  subscriber access, 704-706
  system resources and availability, 709
Performance Counter View Raw report, 640
Performance Counter View report, 639
Performance Monitor, 503-504
  DNS, troubleshooting, 85
  memory counters, 506
Performance Nutrition report, 640
Performance Reporting view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 639
Performance view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 634
  Client Access, 635
  Edge Transport, 636
  Hub Transport service, 637
  Mailbox subfolder, 638
  Unified Messaging service subfolder, 639
“Performing an AD Health Check” Digital Shortcut, 182
periodic testing, 482

permissions
  delegates (Outlook), 774
  Full Access, granting, 817-818
  installation preparations, 182-183
  public folders, 268-270
    configuring, 269-271
    rights, 268-269
    roles, 269
  RBAC, 437
    shared, 439
    split, 439-440
Permissions center (EAC), 426
personal archiving, 447
personalizing SharePoint, 731-732
phishing
  attacks, protection, 327-328
  filters (Outlook), 760-763
    Blocked Senders list, 762
    International Blocked Top-Level Domain List, 762-763
  junk email filtering, configuring, 760-761
  Safe Recipients list, 762
  Safe Senders list, 760-761
Phone tab (OWA Options page), 815
  calendar notifications, 815
  Inbox notifications, 815
  Mobile Phone section, 815
  Text Messaging section, 815
phrases
  allowing, 361-362
  blocked, configuring, 362-363
Physical Disk - Avg. Disk Sec/Read counter, 508
Physical Disk - Avg. Disk Sec/Write counter, 508
physical disk configuration, choosing, 511
Physical Disk-% Disk Time counter, 508
picture libraries (SharePoint), 728
pilot test documents, 655
pipeline tracing transport agents, 298
pipelining, 430
PKI (Public Key Infrastructure), 106
Certificate Services
  assigning, 127
  backing up, 539-541
CA types, 106-107
  certifcates, creating, 119-121
  installing, 118-120
designing/planning, 107-108
private versus public keys, 108
placeholder domain model, 44-45, 164
plain old telephone service (POTS), 687
Play on Phone, 673, 703
policies
  antispam, 325
    features, 325-326
    junk mail filtering, 327
    phishing attack protection, 327-328
    read receipts, blocking, 328
    safe/blocked senders, 328
    web beaconing protection, 326-327
certificate distribution, creating, 141-142
client-level security enhancements, 324-325
Enterprise Policy Management, 288
governmental security standards, 289
  Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 294-296
  HIPAA, 290-294
  ISO/IEC 27002, 289-290
  Sarbanes-Oxley, 296-297
mailbox (ActiveSync)
  applying, 828
  creating, 827
OWA security, 329-331
  authentication, 329-330
  features, 329
  improvements, 329
  safe/block lists, 331
  web beacons, disabling, 331
content retention, 307-308
  retention tags, creating, 308-309
RMS, 310
  configuring, 312-314
  installing, 311-312
  in-transit messages, applying, 321-323
  in-transit policies, testing, 323-324
Microsoft Office content, applying, 319-320
  overview, 310-311
  pushing out templates to users, 317-318
  templates, creating, 316-317
testing, 314-316
role assignment, 170
transport agents. See transport agents
UM mailbox, 679-680, 692-693
POP3 (Post Office Protocol 3), 62, 112
Portal Server (SharePoint)
  2001, 722-723
  2003, 724
ports
  OpsMgr communication, 579-578
  WNLB, configuring, 249-250
postinstallation tasks, 194
postmaintenance procedures, 482
POTS (plain old telephone service), 687
PowerShell
  antispam reports, viewing, 386
  mailboxes, moving, 215
  new features, 155
  overview, 155
  public folder permissions, configuring, 269-270
  SSL certificates, creating, 128-129
premium journaling, 301, 443
preparations
  Active Directory, 190-191
    domains, 191-192
    health checks, 182
    schema, 189-190
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ActiveX downloads, accepting, 184
base operating system, installing, 183
permissions, granting, 182-183
role prerequisites, installing, 184-185
prerequisites
64-bit architecture, 153-154
Active Directory
infrastructure, 153
remote management tools, 189
association cookie/GUID hot fix, 188
Exchange Server 2013
Exchange Server 2013 MP, 630-631
Microsoft Office Filter Pack, 156, 187
.NET Framework, 154, 185-186
Offline OWA, 830
PowerShell, 155
site mailboxes (SharePoint), 735
UCMA, 156, 186
Windows Identity Foundation, installing, 187-188
Windows Management Framework 3.0, 154, 186
WinRM, 155
WMI, 155
security updates, 188-189
primary-secondary zone transfers, 72
primary zones, 69-70
priorities
batch moves, 31
mailbox database replicas, 237-239
transport agents, 297-298
Privacy Rule (HIPAA), 292-293
Private Automatic Branch Exchanges (PABXs), 670, 687
Private Branch Exchanges (PBXs), 670, 687
private certificates, 113
private keys, 108
%Privileged Time counter, 508
procedural documents, 661
processors
requirements, 157
usage, optimizing, 508
%Processor Time, 508
prompt publishing event logs, 712
Protection center (EAC), 426
Protocol Downtime Details report, 640
protocols
IMAP4, 112
POP3, 62, 112
RTP, 685
SIP, 685, 716
call example, 717-718
gateways, 716
methods, 716
proxy servers, 716
response codes, 717
result codes, 716
server, 716
term, 716
user agents, 716
SMTP, 49
address targeting for journaling, 444
alert notification channels, creating, 622
Availability report, 640
HELO/EHLO commands, 372
logging. See SMTP (Simple Mail Transport Protocol), logging
mail routing, 77-78
relay, 390
RFC standards, 79
scalability/Network Load Balancing, 82
UM, 688
RTP, 688
SIP, 688
T.38, 688
prototype labs
Exchange Server 2007/2010 transition, 204
OM roles, seizing, 205-206
procedures, documenting/validating, 206
temporary domain controllers, creating, 204-205
Exchange Server 2013 installation, 170-171
test plan document, 653-655
deliverables, 655
documentation, 654
Exchange Server 2013, 654-655
operating system, 654
resources needed, 653
sample form, 655-656
summary, 653
proxy agents, configuring, 618-619
proxy servers, SIP, 716
PSSession restrictions, 430
PST files
eDiscovery search content, exporting, 419
messages, archiving, 400
PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network), 687
PTEs (Page Table Entries), 506
public announcements, 260
public certificates, 113
public email, 260
Public Folder center (EAC), 426
Public folders
benefits, 260
content models, 262
creating, 266-267
deleted/recoverable items retention, 274
designing, 261
discussion forums, 260
distribution list archiving, 260
document management, 261
e-mail addresses
adding, 271-272
removing, 272
group
calendaring, 260
contacts, 260
history, 258-259
implementing, 264
infrastructure, 263-264
centralized environment, 263
distributed environments, 263
hybrid environments, 263-264
managing, 276-278
line-of-business applications, 261
mailbox databases, creating, 265
management role group, 169
migrating, 215-217, 278
completing, 282-283
contingency rollback, 283
migration files, creating, 280
preparation, 279
public folder mailboxes, creating, 281
source folders, locking down, 282
synchronization, 281-282
verification, 283
new features, 22-23, 259
permissions, 268-270
configuring, 269-271
rights, 268-269
roles, 269
properties
deliveries, 275
email addresses, 275
general mail, 274-275
mail flow, 276
membership, 275
public announcements, 260
public email, 260
public folder mailboxes, creating, 265-266
state, monitoring, 272-273
storage quotas, 272-274
team collaboration, 261
use cases, 260-261
Public Key Infrastructure. See PKI
public keys, 108
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), 687
Publishing Author role (public folder permissions), 269
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Publishing Editor role (public folder permissions), 269
publishing Outlook calendars, 775-776
purging. See removing
PushNotifications logs, 632
puzzle validation, enabling/disabling, 366

Q
QSIG (Q Signaling), 685
quarantine mailboxes, configuring, 360
quarterly maintenance, 481
queries (DNS), 71
iterative, 71
recursive, 71
Quest Recovery Manager for Exchange Server, 527

R
RAID, 511
1 (disk mirroring), 512
5 (disk striping with parity), 512
backing up, 539
hardware, 513
RBAC (Role Based Access Control), 436
assignment policies, 170
benefits, 440-441
compliance management, 169
delegated setup, 169
discovery management, 169
help desk, 169
hygiene management, 169
management role, 167, 437-438
assignments, 168, 438
entries, 167
groups, 437
scope, 168, 438-439
organization management, 168
overview, 167
permissions437
shared, 439
split, 439-440
public folder management, 169
recipient management, 168
records management, 169
server management, 169
UM management group, 168
view-only organization management, 168
RCA (Remote Connectivity Analyzer), 460-461
security, 461
tests, 460-462
website, 461
reading email (OWA), 798, 801-802
reading pane
Outlook, 747
OWA, 787, 813-814
read items public folder permission, 268
Read-Only Operator, 577
read receipts
blocking, 328
OWA, 813
read status (messages), 799, 813-814
Real-Time Facsimile Transport protocol (T.38), 688
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP), 685
Receive log file paths, editing, 468-469
recipients
adding, 793-794
deleting, 794
filtering, 351-352, 388, 762
management role group, 168
Recipients center (EAC), 426
records management role group, 169
Recoverable Items folder, 409
recovery, 27-28
backups, validating, 526-527
databases
corruption procedures, 530
creating, 543-544
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replying
automatic replies, configuring, 809
messages, 798-799
Reply Messages Sent performance
counter, 705
Reporting data warehouse, 570-571, 585, 587
Reporting Server, 571-572
Report Operator role, 577
reports
antispam, viewing, 385-386
delivery (OWA), 809-810
Exchange Server 2013 Management
Pack, 639-640
CAS, 639
Client Performance, 639
Cross Premises Mail Flow
Monitoring, 639
Machine Level Capacity Trending, 639
Performance Counter View, 639
Performance Counter View Raw, 640
Performance Nutrition, 640
Protocol Downtime Details, 640
Remote PowerShell Details, 640
Role Level Capacity Trending, 640
SLA, 640
SMTP Availability, 640
Transport Platform Distribution Group
Usage, 640
Transport Platform Hourly Server
Statistics, 641
Transport Platform Server Statistics, 641
Transport Platform Top Users, 641
UM Local Service, 641
journaling, 445
OpsMgr, 562, 563-564
availability, 564
health, 625
HTML-based, 564
performance
management-level, 665-666
routine, 665
technical, 666
Report Security Administrator role, 577
Reports Library MP, 559
requirements, 39
Active Directory, 40-41, 157
domain functional levels, 161
forest functional levels, 160
FSMO, 161-163
global catalog server placement, 159
namespace, 163
site membership, 159
bandwidth (OpsMgr), 589-590
DAG hardware, 237-239
DNS, 78-79
Edge Transport server settings,
configuring, 79
RFC standards, 79
security. See DNS (Domain Name
System), security, 80-81
hardware, 39, 157
command shell (OpsMgr), 574
gateway server, 575
management servers, 568
multiserver OpsMgr installation,
604-605
Operations console, 573
OperationsManager database, 569
OpsMgr, 587-588
Reporting data warehouse, 570-571
Reporting Server, 571-572
single-server OpsMgr installation, 601
Web console, 574
memory sizing, 514
operating system, 40
servers, memory/processor
requirements, 57
software
agents, 567
command shell (OpsMgr), 575
gateway server, 575-576
management servers, 568
Operations console, 573
RMS (Rights Management Services) 893
policies, 307
applying, 309
content, 307-308
retention tags, creating, 308-309
tags
creating, 308
retention policies, creating, 309
third-party solutions, 405
reverse-lookups, 69, 372
Reviewer role (public folder permissions), 269
reviewing
event logs, 195, 502
installation logs, 195
journal information, 408-409
message queues, 477
performance counters, 502
rewriting addresses, 373
configuring, 373-375
external messages, 373
wildcards, 375
RFC standards, 79
ribbon (Outlook), 748
RID master role, 162
RIFF/WAV format (.wav), 684
rights
eDiscovery, assigning, 416-417
public folder permissions, 268-269
RMS (Rights Management Services), 301, 310
configuring, 312-314
e-mail, applying, 758-759
installing, 311-312
in-transit policies
applying, 321-323
testing, 323-324
Microsoft Office content, applying, 319-320
overview, 310-311
templates
creating, 316-317
pushing out to users, 317-318
testing, 314-316
transport agents, 301
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Role Based Access Control. See RBAC
Role Level Capacity Trending report, 640
roles
  administrators, 456
  configuring, 411
  deleted/recoverable items retention, 410-411
backups, 527
  escalation and notification, 527-528
  separation of duties, 527
Default Role Assignment Policy role, 456
Discovery Management, 412-413
FSMO, 161-163
  listing of, 161-162
  placement, 162-163
management. See management, roles
OM, seizing, 205-206
OpsMgr, 576-577
prerequisites, installing, 184-185
public folder permissions, 269
RBAC. See RBAC
servers, 47-48, 57
  Client Access. See CASs, 152-153
  deployment example, 59-60
  Edge Transport. See Edge Transport servers
Mailbox, 58, 153, 455
Topology service (Active Directory), 97-98
user, managing, 456
verifying, 195
rollback planning (migration document), 650
room mailboxes, 432
root CAs
  defined, 826
  mobile device installation, 827
routing mail
  internally, 32
  Internet to Exchange, 31-32
SMTP, 77-78, 82
RPC over HTTPS (Cached mode), 782
RPC subfolder (Exchange Server 2013 MP Information Store subfolder), 638
RP (responsible person) records, 76
RRs (resource records), 72
  AAAA, 76
  canonical name (CNAME), 75
  host, 72
  ISDN, 76
  KEY, 76
  mailbox (MB), 76
  Mail Exchange (MX), 73-75
  name server (NS), 73
  responsible person (RP), 76
  Service (SRV), 75
  Start of Authority (SOA), 72
  well-known service (WKS), 76
RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol), 685, 688
rules
  call answering, 674
  journaling
    components, 443-444
    creating, 302-303, 407-408, 446
    replication, 445
    scope, 443-444
OpsMgr, 560
Outlook, configuring, 755-756
OWA Inbox, 808-809, 815
transport
  changes, 300
  creating, 299-300
  Edge Transport servers, 306, 343
  RMS policies, applying, 301
RunAs accounts, 580

S

safelist aggregation, 380-382
Safe Recipients list (Outlook), 762
safe senders (Outlook), 328, 760-761
secondary zones, 71
SEC Rule 17a-4 (Security Exchange
Commission Rule 17a-4), 442
Secure by Default, 51
secured messaging (Outlook), 756-758
digital signatures, 757
individual message settings, 757
mailbox settings, configuring, 758
S/MIME, 756
Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
(S/MIME), 144-145, 756
security
ActiveSync, 824-829
internal certificate authorities, 826-827
mailbox policies, 827-828
root certificate mobile device
installation, 827
third-party certificate authorities, 825
wiping/resetting devices, 829
anti-malware features
antivirus stamping, 391
attachment filtering, 391
built-in features, 388-389
design, 61
DNS, 80-81
FOPE, 393-394
Forefront Security for Exchange
Server, 391
hybrid solutions, 393-394
outsourcing, 392
third-party, 392
transport agents, 390
antispam protection
blacklists, 389
built-in features, 386-388
connection filtering. See connection
filtering
tcontent filtering, 387
design, 61
distribution list authentication, 387
DNS. See DNS (Domain Name System),
security
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Edge Transport server filtering, 334-335
email legitimacy, 387
features, 325-326
FOPE, 393-394
hybrid solutions, 393-394
IP reputation, 388
junk mail filtering, 327
Outlook. See Outlook, antispam features
outsourcing, 392
phishing attack protection, 327-328
quarantine mailboxes, configuring, 361
read receipts, blocking, 328
reporting spammers, 389-390
reports, viewing, 385-386
safe/blocked senders, 328
Sender ID. See Sender ID
sender reputation, 388
SMTP relay, 390
spam quarantine, 388
third-party products, 390
update services, 387
web beaconing protection, 326-327
certificates. See certificates
client-level enhancements, 324-325
configuring, 51
content filtering, 359
action settings, 363-364
allowed keywords/phrases, 361-362
attachments, 368-370
blocked keywords/phrases, 362-363
configuring, 359-360, 365-366
disabling, 359
domain-level, 367-368
exceptions lists, 363
Intelligent Message filtering
technology, 359
puzzle validation, 366
quarantine mailbox, configuring, 360
safelist aggregation, 359
SCL rating options, 364-365
scores, 359
sender reputation, 371-373
spam quarantine, configuring, 361
design and planning document, 648
DNS
database-level, 81
Edge Transport server, 81
gateway, 80-81
workstations, 81
documentation, 666
change control, 666-667
procedures, 667
e-mail
certificates, 138-144
digital signatures, 145-148
encrypted messages, sending, 148-149
Outlook certificate recognition, 146-147
S/MIME, 144-145
FOPE, 393-394
government standards, 289
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 294-296
HIPAA, 290-294
ISO/IEC 27002, 289-290
Sarbanes-Oxley, 296-297
groups, defining, 100
IIS. See IIS (Internet Information Services)
improvements, 489-490
logs, viewing, 466-467
messaging hybrid solutions, 393-394
new features, 20-21
OpsMgr, 576
Action/RunAs accounts, 580
agents, 578
certificates, 581
firewalls, 578-580
proxy agents, 618-619
roles, 576-577
Outlook, 745
digital signatures, 757
encryption, 110-111
enrollments, 756
individual messages, setting, 757
junk mail filters, 760-763
mailboxes, configuring, 758
Rights Management Services, configuring, 758-759
secured messaging, 756-758
S/MIME support, 756
Trust Center, 753-754
web beaconing filtering, enabling, 763
OWA, 329-331
authentication, 329-330
features, 329
improvements, 329
safe/block lists, 331
web beacons, disabling, 331
PKI, 106
policies. See Enterprise Policy Management
public folders, 268-270
RBAC. See RBAC (Role Based Access Control)
RCA, 461
Sender ID. See Sender ID
updates, installing, 188-189
Security Customization Wizard, 503
Security Exchange Commission Rule 17a-4 (SEC 17a-4), 442
seeding (databases), 536
segmenting databases, 513
self-signed certificates, 113
sender filtering, 349-350
blocking senders, 328
Blocked Senders list, 762
International Blocked Top-Level Domain List, 762-763
domain-level
allowing, 367-368
rejecting, 368
safelist aggregation, 380-382
Safe Senders list, 760-761
Sender ID, 353, 388
configuring, 353-355
Exchange Management Console, 357-358
Exchange Management Shell, 358
SPF records
creating, 355-357
defined, 354
elements, 354
requirements, 355
resource websites, 355, 357
Sender Policy Framework. See SPF
distributor reputation, 388
configuring, 371-372
EMC, 372
EMS, 373
disabling, 371
levels (SRLs), 371
HELO/EHLO SMTP validation, 372
open proxy tests, 372
reverse DNS lookups, 372
SCL ratings, 372
sending
digitally signed email, 147-148
encrypted email, 148-149
messages
on behalf on another user, 773-774
OWA, 796
vCards, 776-777
Send log file paths, editing, 468-469
SendMail migration, 202
Send Queue % Used Top 10 report, 625
Send/Receive button (Cached mode), 782
Sensitivity levels (messages), 795-796
Sent to Auto Attendant performance counter, 708
Server Health view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 634
server management role group, 169
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servers

amount needed, 56
build procedures, 657-658

CASs
backing up, 533-534
Outlook Anywhere, enabling, 764-765
sizing, 515
SLAs, 522
WNLB, configuring, 252-254

client access. See CASs
consolidation, 47
distributed
transitions, 203
DMZ, securing, 581
DNS, 67
DNS platform compatibility, 68
external, 83
multihomed, 76-77
outbound mail routing, 83
UNIX, 68
documenting
builds, 524
configurations, 524

Edge Transport
DNS security, 81
DNS settings, configuring, 79
Edge Transport. See Edge Transport servers
gateway (OpsMgr), 575-576

global catalog
configuring, 181
finding, 46
placement, 159, 166-167

Hub Transport
backing up, 533
SLAs, 522-523

IIS. See IIS (Internet Information Services)
mailbox
backing up, 532-533
optimizing, 494-497

sizing, 515
SLAs, 521-522
management
OpsMgr, 567-568
redundancy, 583
memory/processor requirements, 57
optimizing, 502-503
placement, 56
client access points, identifying, 48-49
environment sizing, 48
proxy, SIP, 716
redundancy/optimization, 56-57
Reporting, 571-572
roles, 47-48, 57, 454-455
Client Access. See CASs (Client Access Servers)
deployment example, 59-60
Edge Transport. See Edge Transport servers
Mailbox, 58, 153, 455
verifying, 195
SIP, 716
UM, 681-682
configuration data, storing, 699
connectivity, monitoring, 701-702
connectivity, testing, 697-699
dial plan association, 694
external phone test, 699
internal phone test, 699
latency, monitoring, 709
operation, testing, 698
optimizing, 502

Windows
backing up, 537-538
Certification Authority, installing, 119-121
transition requirements, 209
versions, 57

Windows Server 2008 R2
automatic updates/feedback, 175-177
domain controller promotion,
configuring, 177-179
NetBIOS names, 174
networking, 174
time zones, 173
WNLB groups, adding, 254
Servers center (EAC), 426
service level dashboards, 562
Service Level Tracking (SLT), 562
service (SRV) records, 75
services
Active Directory remote management tools, installing, 189
certificates
assigning, 127
backing up, 539-541
CA types, 106-107
certificates, creating, 119-121
installing, 118-120
Hub Transport
backing up, 533
SLAs, 522-523
IIS
auditing, 130
authentication, 129-131
backing up, 541, 585
CAS configuration, editing, 499
SSL. See IIS (Internet Information Services), SSL
IP Reputation, 388
mailbox transport, optimizing, 500-501
packs
Exchange Server 2003, 9
Exchange Server 2007, 10-11
RMS301
configuring, 312-314
database, applying, 758-759
installing, 311-312
in-transit policies, 321-324
Microsoft Office content, applying, 319-320
overview, 310-311
templates, 316-318

testing, 314-316
transport agents, 301
Topology (Active Directory)
overview, 97
roles, 97-98
Unified Messaging. See UM
Windows, backing up, 539
certificates, 539-541
disk configuration, 539
Service State view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 634
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), 685
Set command
address rewriting, 375
allowed senders/domains, 367-368
attachment filtering, 370
content filtering, 365
IP Block/Allow Lists, 349
puzzle validation, 366
recipient filtering, 352
sender filtering, 350
Sender ID, 358
sender reputation, 373
SMTP Rejection Response, 368
spam quarantine, 361
UM cmdlets, 714
user mailboxes, 434
Settings tab (OWA Options page), 812-815
Calendar, 814
Calendar Troubleshooting utility, 814
Conversations, 814
Mail section, 805
Message Format, 813
Message Options, 813
passwords, 815
Reading pane, 813-814
Read Receipts, 813
Regional, 815
signatures, 812-813
Text Messaging Notifications, 814
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shadow copies, 538
shadow redundancy, 225, 489
shared permissions (RBAC), 439
SharePoint
  2010, 725
  alerts, 733
  benefits, 725
  customizing, 727, 741
documentation
  libraries, 727
  management, 726, 730
end-user enhancements, 729-730, 733-734
Foundation, 725
history, 722
  2010 line, 725
  2013 line, 725-726
MOSS 2007 (Microsoft Office SharePoint Server), 724
  Portal Server, 722-723
  Portal Server 2003, 724
  Team Services (STS), 722-723
  WSS 2.0, 723-724
  WSS 3.0, 724
integration, 23, 731
interface, 725
lists, 728-729
  announcements, 728
  contacts, 728
  custom, 729
  data imported from spreadsheets, 729
  events, 729
  issue tracking, 729
  links, 728
  new features, 732-733
  tasks, 729
new features, 725
personalizing, 731-732
picture libraries, 728
sites, 727
  mailboxes. See site mailboxes
    (SharePoint)
  templates, 741-742
  team collaboration, 726
  UPA, configuring, 736-737
sharing
calendars
  OWA, 802-803
  Outlook, 770-771, 774-776
  contacts with vCards, 776
  Inboxes (Outlook), 772
SIDF (Sender ID Framework), 355
signatures, configuring (OWA), 812-813
silent deleting attachments, 370
Simple Mail Transport Protocol. See SMTP
simple transitions from Exchange Server 2007/2010, 200
single copy clusters (SCC), 246
Single Item Recovery (SIR), 410
single name certificates, 116
single-server OpsMgr installation, 600-603
  architecture, 600
  hardware requirements, 601
  preparations, 601
  process, 602-603
  Web console support, 602
SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), 685, 688, 716
  call example, 717-718
  gateways, 716
  methods, 716
  proxy servers, 716
  response codes, 717
  result codes, 716
  server, 716
  terminology, 716
  user agents, 716
SIR (Single Item Recovery), 410
site mailboxes (SharePoint), 734-735
  creating, 740
  enabling on web application, 738
Exchange Web Services Managed API, 735
  installing, 735
OAuth trust, creating, 740
  prerequisites, 735
SSL trusts, 736
  subscription full control, granting, 738-739
  target domains, 739
trusted Metadata document, configuring, 737-738
UPA, configuring, 736-737
sites
  Active Directory, 165
  default first, renaming, 179
  design, 55
  linking, 166
  membership, 166
  new, creating, 180
  subnet associations, 165, 180
SharePoint, 727, 741-742
Sites and Services, 33
  Active Directory sites, 165
  best practices, 164-165
  configuring, 179-180
  default first sites, renaming, 179
  linking sites, 166
  new sites, creating, 180
  site membership, 166
  subnet associations, 165, 180
size
  CASs, 515
  databases, optimizing, 513-514
  environment, 48
  expected user loads, 510-511
  large enterprise designs, 597
  log file maximum, configuring, 470
  mailbox servers, 515
  medium enterprise design, 595
  memory requirements, 514
  OpsMgr database, 589-591
  small enterprise design, 592
  SMTP log directories, configuring, 470
  voice messages, 684-685
SLAs (service-level agreements)
  CASs, 522
  Edge Transport servers, 522
  establishing, 521
  Hub Transport servers, 522-523
  mailbox servers, 521-522
  planning, 520
  report, 640
SLT (Service Level Tracking), 562
  small enterprise design (OpsMgr), 592-594
  architecture, 593
  database sizes, 593-594
  disk subsystem sizing, 594
  recommendation, 593
  server counts, 592
  size, 592
  software recommendations, 593
S/MIME (Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions), 144-145, 756
SMTP (Simple Mail Transport Protocol), 49
  address targeting for journaling, 444
  alert notification channels, creating, 622
  Availability report, 640
  certificates, 112
  HELO/EHLO commands, 372
  logging, 468-471
  configuring, 468-469
  directory maximum size, 470
  file maximum size, 470
  maximum age, configuring, 470-471
  Send/Receive log file paths, editing, 468-469
  mail routing, 77-78, 82
  rejection response, 368
  relay, 390
  RFC standards, 79
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snapshots, 538
SOA (Start of Authority) records, 72
social media integration (Outlook), 777
information, viewing, 778
social network accounts, associating, 777-778
software load balancing, See WNLB (Windows Network Load Balancing)
Spamhaus Project, 343
spammers, reporting, 389-390
spam protection
antispam features, 325-326
antispam reports, 385-386
blacklists, 389
built-in features, 386-388
connection filtering. See connection filtering
content filtering, 387
defined, 325
distribution list authentication, 387
Edge Transport Antispam filtering, 334-335
email legitimacy, 387
FOPE, 393-394
hybrid solutions, 393-394
IP reputation, 388
junk mail filtering, 327
Outlook, 760-763
Blocked Senders list, 762
International Blocked Top-Level Domain List, 762-763
junk email filtering, configuring, 760-761
Safe Recipients list, 762
Safe Senders list, 760-761
web beaconing filtering, 763
outsourcing, 392
phishing attacks, 327-328
quarantine mailboxes, configuring, 361
read receipts, blocking, 328
recipient filtering, 388
reporting spammers, 389-390
safe/blocked senders, 328
Sender ID, 353, 388
configuring, 353-355, 357-358
SPF records. See SPF (Sender Policy Framework)
sender reputation, 388
SMTP relay, 390
spam quarantine, 388
third-party products, 390
update services, 387
web beaconing protection, 326-327
speech grammar event logs, 712
SPF (Sender Policy Framework), 354-355
creating, 355-357
defined, 354
examples, 354
Record Wizard, 355-357
requirements, 355
resource websites, 355, 357
split permissions (RBAC), 439-440
Spooken Name Accessed performance
counter, 709
spoofing sender email addresses, 353
SRLs (Sender Reputation Levels), 371
HELO/EHLO SMTP validation, 372
open proxy tests, 372
reverse DNS lookups, 372
SCL ratings, 372
SRV (service) records, 75
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
ActiveSync, 824
internal certificate authorities, 826-827
root certificate mobile device
installation, 827
third-party certificate authorities, 825
certificates
binding to IIS, 133-134
creating with multiple names, 134-138
creating with PowerShell, 128-129
domain-based requests, 132-133
functions, 131
server requests, 132
settings, configuring, 134-135
SharePoint and Exchange trust, 736
stand-alone root CA, 106
stand-alone subordinate CA, 107
standard backup procedures
creating, 528-530
message, folder, mailbox recovery, 530
system level failures, 529
standard journaling, 443
Start of Authority (SOA) records, 72
state
OpsMgr agents, 614
public folders, monitoring, 272-273
State view (Exchange Server 2013 MP)
Client Access, 635
Edge Transport, 636
Hub Transport service, 637
Mailbox subfolder, 638
Unified Messaging service subfolder, 639
status (eDiscovery searches), 418
storage
database limits, 449-450
eDiscovery long-term, 537
groups, 226
large enterprise designs, 598
medium enterprise design, 595-596
public folders quotas, 272-274
UM, 699
audio prompts, 700
incoming calls, 700
server configuration, 700
setup, 700
storage area networks (SANs), 494
stripping attachments, 370
STS (SharePoint Team Services)
history, 722
Portal Server, compared, 722-723
stub zones, 71
subnets
Active Directory site associations, 180
masks, allowing, 345-346
site associations, 165
subordinate CAs, 826
SUBSCRIBE method (SIP), 717
subscriber access
event logs, 711
numbers, associating, 693
performance counters, 702-710
Average Recent Subscriber Call Duration, 704
Average Sent Voice Message Size, 705
Average Subscriber Call Duration, 704
Calendar Accessed, 705
Calendar Items Details Requested, 705
Calendar Items Heard, 705
Calendar Late Attendance, 705
Called Meeting Organizer, 705
Calls Disconnected by Callers During UM Audio Hourglass, 706
Calls Disconnected by UM on Irrecoverable External Error, 706
Contact Items Heard, 705
Contacts Accessed, 705
Directory Accessed, 706
Directory Accessed by Dial by Name, 706
Directory Accessed by Extension, 706
Directory Accessed by Spoken Name, 706
Directory Accessed Successfully by Dial by Name, 706
Directory Accessed Successfully by Spoken Name, 706
Email Message Queue Accessed, 705
Email Messages Deleted, 705
Email Messages Heard, 705
Forward Messages Sent, 705
Launched Calls, 705
Meetings Accepted, 705
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Meetings Declined, 705
Replied to Organizer, 705
Reply Messages Sent, 705
Subscriber Authentication Failures, 704
Subscriber Logon Failures, 704
Subscriber Logons, 704
Voice Message Queue Accessed, 705
Voice Messages Deleted, 705
Voice Messages Heard, 705
Voice Messages Sent, 705
UM, 672-673
Subscriber Authentication Failures performance counter, 704
Subscriber Logon Failures performance counter, 704
Subscriber Logons performance counter, 704
% Successful Calls performance counter, 708
switchover documentation, 665
Symantec certificates, 110
synchronization
   EdgeSync. See EdgeSync
   public folder migration, 281-282
system
cache, optimizing, 506
failures, backup procedures, 529
performance, testing, 480
PTEs, optimizing, 506
resources, UM performance counters, 709
UM event logs, 710-712
System Center 2012 DPM, 546-547
databases
   protecting, 547-550
   restoring, 550-553
data sources/recoverable data, 547
   mailboxes, restoring, 553-555
System Center Operations Manager. See OpsMgr
System Center Operations Manager, 35, 61-62, 515-516

T
T.38 (Real-Time Facsimile Transport) protocol, 688
tabs area (EAC), 427
tape backups, 520
target domains (SharePoint site mailboxes), 739
Task Manager, 504
tasks
   Outlook
      creating, 772
      viewing, 772
   OWA, 806
      creating, 806
      viewing, 806
   SharePoint, 729
Task Stats view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 634
TCS (Transactions and Code Sets), 291
tDM (time-division multiplexing), 685, 687
team collaboration. See collaboration
technical performance reporting, 666
technical training documentation, 668
telephony
components, 686-687
circuits, 686
circuit-switched networks, 686
DID, 686
DTMF, 686
IP-PBX, 686
IP/VoIP gateways, 687
ITSP, 687
packet-switched networks, 687
PBX/PABX, 687
POTS, 687
PSTN, 687
TDM, 687
VoIP, 687
integration (UM), 670-671
templates
certificates, 109-110, 141
Details Templates Editor, 462
RMS
creating, 316-317
pushing out to users, 317-318
SharePoint sites, 741-742
term (SIP), 716
Test command
EdgeSync synchronization, 379
UM
cmdlets, 715
servers, 698-699
testing
backups, 526-527, 532
EdgeSync synchronization, 379
Exchange Server
2007/2010 transitions, 208-209
2013 installations, 170
in-transit RMS policies, 323-324
performance/capacity, 491
baselines, establishing, 491-493
growth planning, 493-494
periodic, 482
pilot test documents, 655
prototype lab test plan, 653-655
deliverables, 655
documentation, 654
Exchange Server 2013, 654-655
operating system, 654
resources needed, 653
sample form, 655-656
summary, 653
RCA, 460-462
RMS, 314-316
system performance, 480
UM servers, 697-699
connectivity, 698-699
external phone, 699
internal phone, 699
operations, 698
text messaging notifications (OWA), 814-815
third-party products
antispam, 390
antivirus, 392
backup validation, 527
functionality, identifying, 42
retention, 405
tiered services (DAGs), 245-246
time-division multiplexing (TDM), 685, 687
time zones
Outlook meetings, creating, 752
Windows Server 2008 R2 servers, 173
tip of the day (EMS), 431
To-Do Bar (Outlook), 748
to-do items (Outlook)
creating, 772
viewing, 772
tools
Active Directory services remote management, installing, 189
monitoring
Performance Monitor Console, 503-504
Task Manager, 504
Toolbox, 460
Details Templates Editor, 462
esetutil utility, 464
ExBPA, 460
Exchange Queue Viewer, 462
ntdsutil utility, 463-464
Remote Connectivity Analyzer, 460-461
UM monitoring, 700-701
Top 10 Most Common Alerts report, 625
top-level views (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 634
topology diagrams, 659
Topology service (Active Directory)
overview, 97
roles, 97-98
Total Calls performance counter, 702, 706
Total Calls per Second performance counter, 702
Total Play to Phone Calls performance counters, 703
Total Worker Process Call Count performance counter, 709
tracking
- backups, 526
- Exchange Server 2013 implementation, 646
  messages, 471-474
  enabling/disabling, 471-474
  log files/directories maximum size, 473-474
  log locations, editing, 472-473
  log maximum age, 474
Tracking Log Explorer, 462
training
- design and planning document, 648
- documentation, 644, 652-653, 667-668
- migration plan, 650, 652
Transactions and Code Sets (TCS), 291
Transferred Count performance counter, 707
transitioning from Exchange Server 2007/2010, 34
- Active Directory schema upgrade, 210-211
- certificates, creating, 213-214
- distributed servers, 203
- Exchange Server 2013 installation, 211-212
- existing servers, upgrading, 210
- legacy components, removing, 218
- limited numbers of servers, 202-203
- mailboxes, moving, 214-215
- migration, compared, 198
- mixed environment coexistence, 203-204
- new organizations, 201-202
- non-Exchange environment migrations, 202
- planning, 207-208
- process, 198-199
- production environment, backing up, 209
- prototype lab, 204
- OM roles, seizing, 205-206
  procedures, documenting/validating, 206
- temporary domain controllers, creating, 204-205
  public folder migration, 215-217
  restructuring Exchange, 200-201
- simple, 200
- testing, 208-209
- Windows Server requirements, 209
transitions versus migrations, 197
transit messages (RMS)
  - testing, 323-324
  - applying, 321-323
transport agents, 297
- anti-malware protection, 390
Edge Transport server
  - address rewriting policies, configuring, 306
  - content filtering, 306
  - EdgeSync, 306
  - implementing, 306
  - listing of, 298-299
Hub Transport
  - email disclaimers, 304-305
  - journaling, 301-303
  - listing of, 298
  - RMS, 301
  - transport rules, 299-300
pipeline tracing, 298
prioritizing, 297-298
role, 297
Transport DSN view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 636-637
transport journaling, 301
transport pipeline improvements, 488-489
Transport Platform Distribution Group Usage report, 640
Transport Platform Hourly Server Statistics report, 641
Transport Platform Server Statistics report, 641
Transport Platform Top Users report, 641
Transport Queues view (Exchange Server 2013 MP), 636-637
transport rules
changes, 300
creating, 299-300
Edge, 343
address rewriting policies, 306
implementing, 306
RMS policies, applying, 301
trees (Active Directory), 88
Troubleshooters log, 632
troubleshooting
calendars (OWA), 814
DNS
Debug Logging, 84
dnscmd utility, 87
DNSLINT utility, 86-87
ipconfig utility, 84
nslookup utility, 85-86
Performance Monitor, 85
documentation, 646, 653
low virtual memory, 507
mail flow, 461
RMS installation, 312
transport agents, 298
UM
active calls, 701
Auto Attendant, 702-708
connectivity, 701-702
event logs, 710-712
general performance, 702-703
performance, monitoring. See UM (Unified Messaging), performance monitors
server latency, 709
subscriber access, 704-706
system resources and availability, 709
truncating log files, 537
Trust Center (Outlook), 753-754
trusted scripts, 431

U

UCCs (Unified Communications Certificates), 116
UCMA (Unified Communications Managed API), 156, 186
UM (Unified Messaging), 669
active call monitoring, 701
architecture, 676
audio codecs, 684-685
Auto Attendants, 680-681
creating, 695
Current Auto Attendant Calls performance counter, 702
features, 680
front-end menus, 681
greetings, customizing, 681
operator transfer, 681
performance counters, 706-708
prompts, customizing, 681
voice-based call transfers, 681
certificates, 112
commands
Add, 713-714
Enable/Disable, 715
Get, 714
New, 715
Remove, 713-714
Set, 714
Test, 715
components, 676-677
dial plans, 676-678
hunt groups, 678-679
IP gateways, 678
mailbox policies, 679-680
server objects, 681-682
connectivity, monitoring, 701-702
data storage, 699
audio prompts, 700
incoming calls, 700
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server configuration, 700
setup, 700
dial plans
  Auto Attendant association, 695
  configuring, 690
  creating, 690-692
  server association, 694
digital compression and data loss, 684
event logs, 710-712
  Active Directory, 711
  administrative, 712
  Auto Attendant, 711
  call answering, 711
  call transfer, 711
  outdialing, 712
  performance, 712
  prompt publishing, 712
  speech grammar, 712
  subscriber access, 711
  system, 712
features
  Auto Attendant, 675
  call answering, 672, 674
  fax receiving, 672
  Inbox, 671
  Outlook Voice Mail Preview, 673-674
  Play on Phone, 673
  subscriber access, 672-673
  telephony integration, 670-671
hunt groups, creating, 695-696
installing, 689
  Auto Attendants, creating, 695
  dial plans, creating, 690-692
  hunt groups, creating, 695-696
  IP gateways, creating, 694
  mailbox policies, customizing, 692-693
  prerequisites, 689
  server to dial plan association, 694
  subscriber access numbers, associating, 693
  telephony prerequisites, 689-690
  UM configuration, 690
  users, enabling, 696-697
IP gateways, creating, 694
IP/VOIP gateway support, 685
Local Service report, 641
mailbox policies, customizing, 692-693
management role group, 168
monitoring, 700-701
new features, 26-27
performance
  event logs, 712
  server latency, 709
performance monitors, 702-710
  Auto Attendant, 706-708
  call answering, 703-704
  general, 702-703
  subscriber access, 704-706
  system resources/availability, 709
ports, 688
protocols, 688
  RTP, 688
  SIP, 688
  T.38, 688
servers
  configuration data, storing, 699
  connectivity, 698-699, 701-702
  dial plan association, 694
  external phone test, 699
  internal phone test, 699
  latency, monitoring, 709
  operation, testing, 698
services
  backing up, 534
  optimizing, 502
SIP, 716
  call example, 717-718
  gateway, 716
  methods, 716
  proxy server, 716
validating

backups, 526-527
email certificates, 142-144
information store backups, 481
transition procedures, 206
vCards, 776
adding to autosignatures, 777
emailing, 776-777
saving, 777
verification

database replication, 478
online backups, 476-477
online maintenance tasks, 478-479
public folder migration, 283
roles, 195
versions, 12-13
Exchange 2013, choosing, 60
requirements, 41
Windows Server, 57
viewing

antispam reports, 385-386
certificates, 123
content search results, 415-416
eDiscovery search results, 418-419
Event Viewer logs, 195
Exchange Server 2013 MP, 634-639
Client Access, 635-636
Edge Transport, 636
Edge Transport Agents subfolder, 636-637
Hub Transport Agents subfolder, 637
Hub Transport service, 637
Mailbox subfolder, 637-638
Outlook Client RPC, 635-636
top-level, 634
Unified Messaging subfolder, 638-639
installation logs, 195
journaling mailbox information, 408-409

OpsMgr agent deployment status, 613
Outlook

multiple calendars, 769-770
notes, 773
social media information, 778
to-do items/tasks, 772
OWA

calendars, 803-804
contacts, 807
conversations, 788
messages, 788
tasks, 806
public group details, 812
security logs, 466-467
user properties (messages), 800
view-only organization management role

group, 168
virtual memory

defined, 507
low, 507
optimizing, 505-507
virus protection. See anti-malware features
Virus Scanning Application Programming Interface (VSAPI), 390
VM Largest Block Size counter, 507
VM Total 16MB Free Blocks counter, 507
VM Total Free Blocks counter, 507
VM Total Large Free Block Bytes, 507
voice-based call transfers, 681
Voice Message Queue Accessed performance counter, 705
voice messages

formats, 684
journaling, 444
performance counters

Deleted performance counter, 705
Heard performance counter, 705
Sent performance counter, 705
previewing, 673-674
sizes, 684-685
VoIP (Voice over IP), 685, 687
Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS), 521
VSAPI (Virus Scanning Application Programming Interface), 390
VSS (Volume Shadow Copy Service), 521
backup role, 538
defined, 537
Microsoft help articles website, 538
requirements/prerequisites, 538
shadow copies/snapshots, 538
weekly maintenance, 478
database file sizes, documenting, 478
offline address book generation, checking, 479
online maintenance tasks, verifying, 478-479
resource utilization, analyzing, 479
well-known service (WKS) records, 76
What’s My IPAddress website, 389
wildcards
address rewriting, 375
certificates, 116-117
Windows
Certification Authority Server, installing, 119-121
Failover Clustering, 222-224
groups, 99
Identity Foundation, installing, 187-188
Management Framework 3.0, 154, 186
Management Instrumentation (WMI), 155
Media Audio (.wma) format, 684
Network Load Balancing. See WNLB
PowerShell. See PowerShell
previous versions, upgrading from, 172
Remote Management (WinRM), 155, 429
resource pools, 583
role prerequisites, installing, 184-185
server requirements for transitions, 209
services, backing up, 539
certificates, 539-541
disk configuration, 539
IIS, 541
SharePoint Services (WSS)
2.0, 723-724
3.0, 724
Software Update Services (WSUS), 51
Windows Server
2003, 160
2008
domain functional levels, 161
forest functional levels, 160
WAN connectivity, documenting, 525
warning alerts, 621
.wav (RIFF/WAV) format, 684
web beacons
disabling, 331
protection, 326-327, 763
Web console (OpsMgr), 573-574
websites
Active Directory health check resource, 182
blacklist resources, 389
Exchange Team blog, 335
Microsoft Knowledge Base articles
CNAME records article, 75
DNSLINT utility, 86
MX Toolbox, 389
Office 365, 410
Open Relay Database, 389
Remote Connectivity Analyzer, 461
Sam Spade, 390
Spamhaus Project, 343-344
SPF records
resources, 355, 357
wizard, 355
Symantec, 110
VSS help articles, 538
What’s My IPAddress, 389
Windows Server 2008 R2 security event IDs, 467
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R2 security event IDs website, 467
R2 SP1
  automatic updates/feedback, 175-177
domain controller promotion,
  configuring, 177-179
  installing, 172-173
NetBIOS names, 174
  networking, configuring, 174
time zones, 173
2012
domain functional levels, 161
  forest functional levels, 160
backing up with VSS
  Microsoft VSS help articles website, 538
  overview, 537
  requirements/prerequisites, 538
  shadow copies/snapshots, 538
  VSS role, 538
versions, 57
Windows Server Backup
database recovery, 543-546
  data restoration, 545-546
  mounting recovery database, 545
  recovered database integrity, 545
  recovery database, creating, 543-544
  restoring the database, 543
Exchange Server backups, 541-542
WinRM (Windows Remote Management), 155, 429
  wiping mobile devices, 829
wizards
  End to End Certificate, 213
  Installation, 177-179
  Management Pack Import, 610-611
  Security Customization, 503
  SPF Record, 355-357
WKS (well-known service) records, 76
  .wma (Windows Media Audio) format, 684
WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation), 155
WNLB (Windows Network Load Balancing), 249
  configuring, 252-254
  additional servers, 254
  hosts, 253-254
  OWA network cards, 252-253
  installing, 250-252
  modes, 249-250
  ports, configuring, 249-250
Worker Process Recycled performance counter, 709
WSS 2.0 (Windows SharePoint Services), 723-724
WSS 3.0 (Windows SharePoint Services), 724
WSUS (Windows Software Update Services), 51

X - Z
x64-bit versions, 12-13
zones (DNS), 68-69
  Active Directory-integrated, 69
  forward lookup, 69
  primary, 69-70
  reverse-lookup, 69
  secondary, 71
  stub, 71
  transfers, 71-72